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Abstract: Let G be a 3-connected simple graph of minimum degree 4 on
at least six vertices. The author proves the existence of an even cycleC inG
such that G  V (C ) is connected and G  E(C ) is 2-connected. The result
is related to previous results of Jackson, and Thomassen and Toft.
Thomassen and Toft proved that G contains an induced cycle C such that
both G  V (C ) and G  E (C ) is 2-connected. G does not in general contain
an even cycle such that G  V (C ) is 2-connected.  2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall be concerned with establishing the existence of an even
cycle C in a simple graph G. We want the cycle C to have the property that if we
remove the vertices VðCÞ of C or the edges EðCÞ of C from G, then the remaining
graph is maximally connected. We prove the following theorem in this direction.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a connected simple graph of minimum degree 4. Then G
contains an even cycle C such that G  VðCÞ is non-empty and connected.
The graph with the least number of vertices which satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 1.1 is the complete graph on five vertices, K5, which is also
 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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3-connected. If we remove the vertices VðCÞ of a cycle C of order 4 from K5,
then the remaining graph is just the vertex graph and hence is connected. If we
remove the edges EðCÞ of C then it is clear that K5  EðCÞ is connected but not
2-connected. In contrast to this example, we have the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let G 6¼ K5 be a 3-connected simple graph of minimum degree 4.
Then G contains an even cycle C such that G  VðCÞ is non-empty and connect-
ed, and G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Further, there is no triangle in G consisting
entirely of chords of C.
Consider the graph G in Figure 1 below. Now G has 11 vertices and its edges
are denoted by both solid and dashed lines. It is clear that G is 3-connected of
minimum degree 4. The even cycles in G have orders 4, 6, and 8. If a cycle C
has order 8, then G  VðCÞ is disconnected. If C has order 6 or 4, then G  VðCÞ
is connected but not 2-connected. For any even cycle, G  EðCÞ has a vertex of
degree 2, whence G  EðCÞ is not 3-connected. The dashed edges in Figure 1
give a cycle of order 6 satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 is
proved using an induction argument. It appears to be necessary to include as part
of the induction hypothesis that one cannot form a triangle from chords of C. See
Lemma 3.6.
Theorem 1.2 should be compared to the following theorems of Thomassen and
Toft [8].
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a 3-connected simple graph of minimum degree 4.
Then G contains an induced cycle C such that G  VðCÞ and G  EðCÞ are 2-
connected.
Theorem 1.4. Let G be a 2-connected simple graph of minimum degree 4. Then
G contains an induced cycle C such that G  VðCÞ is connected and G  EðCÞ is
2-connected.
FIGURE 1.
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Theorem 1.4 answers in the affirmative a conjecture of Hobbs that if G is a
2-connected simple graph of minimum degree 4, then G contains a cycle C such
that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Hobb’s conjecture was first proved by Mader [7].
Later a stronger version of Mader’s result was proved independently by Jackson
[5]. More recently extensions of these results to matroids have been discussed by
Lemos and Oxley [6].
In this paper we shall follow a similar strategy to that of [8] in order to prove
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Thus in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we shall obtain the even
cycle C as the even cycle which maximises the number of vertices of the largest
connected component of G  VðCÞ. For Theorem 1.2 we shall also need to
maximise the number of vertices of the largest block of G  VðCÞ.
The problem of the existence of even cycles in graphs does not seem to have
been studied much. Theorems 1.8 and 4.13 of [2], as well as [3], give some
information on the existence of even cycles, but do not address the question of
connectivity when the cycle is removed from the graph. The article of Frank [4]
discusses the issue of connectivity when cycles are removed from graphs, but
does not relate that to whether the cycle is even or odd. A classic text which
discusses graph connectivity is the book of Tutte [9]. For existence of cycles in
graphs, the book of Voss [10] gives a comprehensive survey of the literature until
1990. Throughout the paper we shall use the terminology of the recent book of
Bollobas [1].
In general, in the paper, an arc of a cycle or a path in a graph is called even
(odd ) if it has an even (odd) number of vertices. Hence an even path has an odd
number of edges.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We first identify the block decomposition of a graph which contains no even
cycles.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose G is a connected graph which contains no even cycles.
Then in the block decomposition of G each block is either a K2 or an odd cycle.
Proof. If a block B is not a K2 then it must contain a cycle C which is
necessarily odd. Suppose VðBÞ 6¼ VðCÞ and v 2 VðBÞ  VðCÞ is adjacent to a
vertex w 2 VðCÞ. Let w00 6¼ w be another vertex of C. By Menger’s theorem, there
is a path in B from w00 to v, which does not contain the vertex w. Let w0 be the
vertex of C on this path closest to v and Pðw0; vÞ the corresponding path from w0
to v. Since C is odd it is clear, we can form an even cycle from one of the arcs
w0w of C joining w0 to w, the edge wv and the path Pðw0; vÞ. We have a
contradiction, whence VðBÞ ¼ VðCÞ. If C has a chord then we can also form an
even cycle with the chord and one of the arcs of C. We conclude that B is
precisely an odd cycle. &
Corollary 2.1. A graph G with minimum degree 3 contains an even cycle.
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Proof. Let B be an endblock of the block decomposition of a connected
component of G. If B ¼ K2 then G has a vertex of degree 1. If B is an odd cycle
then G has a vertex of degree 2. &
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.1. By Corollary 2.1, there is an even cycle
C0 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty. Let C be an even cycle with the property
that the largest connected component of G  VðCÞ has the maximum number
of vertices. Let H be this maximal component. We wish to show that H ¼
G  VðCÞ. We shall prove this by contradiction, by assuming that G  VðCÞ has
a second connected component H0.
Lemma 2.2. The component H0 is a tree graph.
Proof. Now H0 cannot contain an even cycle. Otherwise the graph on the
vertices VðHÞ [ VðCÞ is connected and is disjoint from an even cycle in G.
Suppose then that H0 contains no even cycles and that H attaches to a vertex
w 2 VðCÞ. Consider the endblocks in the block decomposition of H0. If an
endblock is an odd cycle C0, then C0 contains two vertices a; b, which are not
cutvertices of H0. Each of these vertices has degree at least 4 in G, whence a
attaches to a vertex a0 2 VðCÞ with a0 6¼ w, and similarly b attaches to b0 2 VðCÞ
with b0 6¼ w. It is possible for a0 ¼ b0. Let a0b0 be the arc of C, which does not
contain w. Then one can form an even cycle with a0b0 and one of the arcs of C0
joining a to b. This lies outside the connected graph on the vertices VðHÞ [ fwg,
contradicting the definition of H.
Then we can assume that all endblocks in the block decomposition of H0 are
K2’s. Suppose that one of the blocks of H
0 is a cycle C0. Then, two of the vertices
of C0, say a and b, are cutvertices of H0. There exist vertices a0; b0 of H0 with the
properties:
(a) a0; b0 have degree 1 in H0;
(b) there is a path Pða0; aÞ in H0 from a0 to a and similarly a path Pðb0; bÞ
from b0 to b;
(c) the paths Pða0; aÞ and Pðb0; bÞ do not intersect.
Evidently a0 attaches to a vertex a00 2 VðCÞ, a00 6¼ w, and b0 to b00 2 VðCÞ;
b00 6¼ w. Let a00b00 be the arc of C joining a00 to b00, which does not contain w. Then
one can form an even cycle from a00b00; Pða0; aÞ; Pðb0; bÞ and one of the arcs of
C0 joining a to b . This cycle lies outside the graph on the vertices VðHÞ [ fwg,
again contradicting the definition of H. &
Lemma 2.3. Suppose H0 is a tree graph and w 2 VðCÞ. Then G½VðH0Þ [
VðCÞ fwg contains an even cycle.
Proof. Assume first that H0 is a single vertex. Then H0 attaches to three
vertices a; b; c 2 VðCÞ different from w. We can assume wlog that arc ac of C
joining a to c, which does not contain w, does include the vertex b. Let ab and
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bc be the arcs of C joining a to b and b to c, respectively, which are contained
in ac. Consider now the three cycles: C1 consisting of the arc ac and H
0, C2
consisting of the arc ab and H0, C3 consisting of the arc bc and H
0. It is easy to see
that one of C1;C2;C3 is even.
Hence we may assume H0 contains two vertices a; b of degree 1 in H0. Let ab
be the path in H0 joining a to b. Then a attaches to two vertices a0; a00 2 VðCÞ
different from w and similarly b to vertices b0; b00 2 VðCÞ different from w. Let
a0a00 be the arc in C joining a0 to a00, which does not include w. We can assume
a0a00 has an even number of vertices. Otherwise the cycle consisting of a0a00 and a
is even. We assume a similar situation with b0; b00. Consider now the arc a0b0 in C
joining a0 to b0, which does not include w. If a0b0 is even then the arc a00b0 joining
a00 to b0 and not including w is odd. Conversely, if a0b0 is odd then a00b0 is even.
Hence we can form an even cycle with ab and one of the arcs a0b0 or a00b0. &
Proof of Theorem 1.1. This follows since Lemma 2.3 gives a contradiction
to the definition of H. &
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2—SETUP
We begin by applying the maximization technique introduced in Section 2 to
2-connectedness.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a 3-connected graph and C be an even cycle in G with the
property that G  VðCÞ contains the largest block outside an even cycle. If B is
this largest block then every other block of G  VðCÞ is either a K2 or an odd
cycle.
Proof. Assuming G  VðCÞ is not necessarily connected, let G denote the
connected component of G  VðCÞ containing B. The graph on the vertices
VðGÞ [ VðCÞ is 2-connected. Hence if there is a block B not in G, it must by
Lemma 2.1 be either a K2 or an odd cycle. If B  G, we can make a similar
argument. In fact, there is a cutvertex z such that G ¼ G1 [ G2 with VðG1Þ \
VðG2Þ ¼ fzg and B  G1; B  G2. Since the graph on the vertices VðCÞ [
VðG1Þ  fzg is 2-connected, it follows again from Lemma 2.1 that B is either a
K2 or an odd cycle. &
We now do a further maximization of the cycle C of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree 4: Let C be
an even cycle with the properties:
(a) G  VðCÞ contains a largest block B outside an even cycle.
(b) The connected component of G  VðCÞ containing B is the largest con-
nected component containing B which lies outside an even cycle.
Then G  VðCÞ is connected.
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Proof. Suppose H0 is a second connected component of G  VðCÞ. Then
from the arguments of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain a contradiction. &
Remark 1. Note that the graph G  VðCÞ of Lemma 3:2 could be a vertex
graph.
Proposition 3.1. Let N > 5 be an integer and assume Theorem 1:2 holds for all
graphs G0 with jVðG0Þj ¼ N  2. Let G be a graph satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1:2 with jVðGÞj ¼ N. Suppose C is an even cycle in G satisfying (a) and
(b) of Lemma 3:2. Then G  VðCÞ is not a vertex graph. If G  VðCÞ is 2-
connected, then there is an even cycle C0 in G such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty
and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. Further, a triangle cannot be
formed entirely from chords of C0.
We prove Proposition 3.1 in a series of lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. Let C be the even cycle of Lemma 3:2 and suppose C has order
larger than 4. Then C has at most one chord.
Proof. Let x; y be two vertices of C, which are non-adjacent on the cycle C
but for which the edge xy exists. Let arcðx; yÞ denote a path from x to y on C.
Since C is connected to G  VðCÞ by at least three vertices, one can form a cycle
C0 from the edge xy and one of the arcs, arcðx; yÞ, such that G  VðC0Þ is con-
nected. If arcðx; yÞ is even we have a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. We
conclude that arcðx; yÞ is odd.
Suppose now there is a third vertex z of C, non-adjacent to x on C, for which
the edge xz also exists. Then an arc, arcðx; zÞ, must be odd. Let arcðy; zÞ be the
path from y to z on C, which does not include x. We may then choose arcðx; yÞ
and arcðx; zÞ so that C is the union of arcðx; yÞ, arcðy; zÞ and arcðx; zÞ. Evidently
the cycle C0 consisting of arcðy; zÞ and the edges xy and xz is even. It follows
again from (b) of Lemma 3.2 that no vertex of VðCÞ  VðC0Þ attaches to
G  VðCÞ. Hence at least three vertices of C0 attach to G  VðCÞ.
Let w be an internal vertex of arcðx; yÞ, i.e., w 6¼ x; y, and v be a vertex of
arcðx; zÞ, non-adjacent to w on C, such that the edge wv exists. As before,
arcðw; vÞ must be odd. Suppose that v 6¼ z and let C00 be the cycle consisting of
arcðw; yÞ  arcðx; yÞ, arc ðx; vÞ  arcðx; zÞ, together with the edges xy and wv.
Then C00 is even and VðC00Þ \ VðC0Þ ¼ fx; yg. Since three vertices of C0 attach to
G  VðCÞ, we obtain a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. We get a similar con-
tradiction if v 6¼ x. We conclude that w does not attach to any vertex of arcðx; zÞ.
Suppose next that v is a vertex of arcðy; zÞ, non-adjacent to w on C, such that
the edge wv exists. Let C001 be the cycle consisting of arc ðw; xÞ  arcðx; yÞ,
arcðy; vÞ  arcðy; zÞ, together with the edges xy and wv. Let C002 be the cycle
consisting of arcðw; xÞ  arcðx; yÞ, arcðv; zÞ  arcðy; zÞ, together with the edges xz
and wv. It is easy to see as before that C001 and C
00
2 are even cycles. Further, one has
VðC0Þ \ VðC001Þ \ VðC002Þ ¼ fx; vg. Hence for either i ¼ 1 or 2, VðC0Þ  VðC00i Þ
has a vertex which attaches to G  VðCÞ. Again we obtain a contradiction.
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Suppose finally that v is a vertex of arcðx; yÞ such that v is non-adjacent on C to
w and the edge wv exists. Assume v is the nearest of w and v to y on C. Let C00 be
the cycle consisting of arcðx;wÞ  arcðx; yÞ, arcðv; yÞ  arcðx; yÞ, together with
the edges xy and wv. Then C00 is even and VðC00Þ \ VðC0Þ ¼ fx; yg. We have a
contradiction as previously.
We conclude then that w has degree 2 in the graph on VðCÞ. Since we have
already seen that w cannot attach to G  VðCÞ, we have a contradiction. Hence
every vertex of C has at most one chord, whence every vertex of C attaches to
G  VðCÞ.
Suppose now that there are four distinct vertices of C; x; y;w; v such that x
and y are non-adjacent on C but the edge xy exists and similarly w and v are
non-adjacent but the edge wv exists. Suppose first that w and v are on different
arcs, arcðx; yÞ. Since C has order larger than 4, we can assume wlog that w is
not adjacent on C to y. Let C0 be the cycle consisting of arcðx;wÞ  arcðx; yÞ,
arcðv; yÞ  arcðx; yÞ, together with the edges xy and wv. Since arcðx; yÞ and
arcðw; vÞ are odd, it follows that C0 is an even cycle. Since w is not adjacent on C
to y, one also has that VðCÞ  VðC0Þ is non-empty. We have already observed that
every vertex of C attaches to G  VðCÞ, whence we obtain a contradiction. Next
assume w; v are on the same arc, arcðx; yÞ, with w closest to x on C. Let C0 be the
cycle consisting of arcðx;wÞ  arcðx; yÞ, arcðv; yÞ  arcðx; yÞ, together with the
edges xy and vw. Then C0 is an even cycle and VðCÞ  VðC0Þ is non-empty.
We obtain a contradiction as before. &
Corollary 3.1. Let C be the even cycle of Lemma 3.2 and suppose C has order
larger than 4. Then G  VðCÞ has at least two vertices.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, there is a vertex of C, which has degree 2 in the graph
on VðCÞ. Since this vertex has minimum degree 4, G  VðCÞ has at least two
vertices. &
Lemma 3.4. Let C be the even cycle of Lemma 3.2 and suppose C has order
larger than 4. If G  VðCÞ is 2-connected, then there is an even cycle C0 in G
such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Further, one cannot form a triangle entirely from chords of C0.
Proof. Suppose first that C has no chords. Then every vertex of C attaches to
two vertices of G  VðCÞ. Since G  VðCÞ is 2-connected, it follows that
G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Assume next that C has exactly one chord with vertices
x; y 2 VðCÞ. We may also assume as before that arcðx; yÞ is odd. Now x attaches
to a vertex x0 2 G  VðCÞ and y to a vertex y0 2 G  VðCÞ. If x0 6¼ y0 then it
is clear that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Suppose now x0 ¼ y0 and let C0 be the cycle
consisting of the smaller of the arcs, arcðx; yÞ, and the vertex x0. Evidently C0
is even and G  VðC0Þ is connected. Consider now G  EðC0Þ. We need to
show that there are two disjoint paths in G  EðC0Þ linking x to G  VðCÞ, and
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similarly with y. Since C has at least six vertices we have jVðCÞ Vðarcðx; yÞÞj
 3. Let w be the vertex on C arcðx; yÞ adjacent to x and v be the vertex adjacent
to y, whence w 6¼ v. Then w attaches to a vertex w0 of G  VðCÞ and v to a vertex
v0 of G  VðCÞ with v0 6¼ w0. Hence x can be connected to G  VðCÞ by the
disjoint paths xww0 and xyvv0 in G  EðC0Þ. Since C has just one chord, it follows
that one cannot form a triangle from chords of C0. &
Lemma 3.5. Let C be the even cycle of Lemma 3.2 and suppose C has order 4
with either no chords or 2 chords. If jVðGÞj  6 and G  VðCÞ is 2-connected,
then there is a cycle C0 of order 4 in G such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and
connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. If C has no chords we can argue as in Lemma 3.4 to conclude
G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Suppose now C has two chords in which case the graph
on VðCÞ is K4. Consider first the case when G  VðCÞ ¼ K2 with vertices A and
B. Now A attaches to at least three vertices of C so let us denote by a the vertex of
C to which A may not attach. Similarly denote by b the vertex of C to which B
may not attach. Observe that both a and b must attach to one of the vertices A or
B. It follows easily that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected.
Next consider the case when G  VðCÞ has at least three vertices. Since G is
3-connected and the graph on VðCÞ is K4, we can assume wlog that the vertices
of C are a; b; d; f in order on C, and that a attaches to A 2 G  VðCÞ; b to
B 2 G  VðCÞ, and d to D 2 G  VðCÞ with A;B;D distinct. Now f must attach
also to a vertex F 2 G  VðCÞ. If F 6¼ B, then G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Sup-
pose F ¼ B and let C0 be the cycle with edges ad; df ; fb; ba. Then G  EðC0Þ is
2-connected. &
Lemma 3.6. Let N > 5 be an integer and assume Theorem 1.2 holds for all
graphs G0 with jVðG0Þj ¼ N  2. Let G be a 3-connected graph of minimum
degree 4 with jVðGÞj ¼ N. Let C be the even cycle of Lemma 3.2 and suppose C
has order 4 with one chord. If G  VðCÞ is 2-connected, then there is an even
cycle C0 in G such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ
is 2-connected. Further, one cannot form a triangle in G entirely from chords
of C0.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.5, let the vertices of C be a; b; d; f , in order on C,
with the edge ad being the unique chord of C. Consider first the case when
G  VðCÞ ¼ K2. Then both vertices of the K2 attach to b and f . One vertex of the
K2 attaches to a and the other to d. We conclude G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Next
consider the case when G  VðCÞ is 2-connected with at least three vertices.
Suppose a attaches to A 2 G  VðCÞ and d to D 2 G  VðCÞ. If D 6¼ A then it is
clear G  EðCÞ is 2-connected so we shall assume D ¼ A.
We consider the possible vertices of attachment of b and f in G  VðCÞ. Since
G is 3-connected, b attaches to B 2 G  VðCÞ and f to F 2 G  VðCÞ with
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A;B;F distinct. Suppose now one of b or f , say b, also attach to A. Then we may
form a cycle C0 of order 4 consisting of the edges Aa; ad; db; bA. Now
G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. Hence we can assume that
neither b nor f attaches to A.
Let us next suppose G  VðCÞ ¼ K3, whence the vertices are A;B;F as above,
with A attaching to a and d in C while B and F both attach to b and f in C. Let C0
be the cycle of order 4 consisting of the edges Aa; ab; bB; BA. Then G  VðC0Þ
is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Then, we can assume that G  VðCÞ has at least four vertices and that there are
distinct vertices A;B;F of G  VðCÞ with the properties:
(1) a and d attach to A, b attaches to B, and f to F;
(2) A is the only vertex of attachment of a and d in G  VðCÞ;
(3) b and f attach to at least two vertices of G  VðCÞ but do not attach to A.
Let G00 be the graph obtained from G by contracting f to a and d to b. One sees
that G00 6¼ K5 is 3-connected of minimum degree 4, and jVðG00Þj ¼ N  2. Hence
by our assumption in the statement of the Lemma, there is an even cycle C00 in G00
with the property that G00  VðC00Þ is non-empty and connected, and G00  EðC00Þ
is 2-connected. Further, one cannot form a triangle in G00 entirely from chords of
C00. Let a00 be the vertex of G00 corresponding to the contraction of the edge af in
G, and similarly let b00 be the vertex of G00 corresponding to the contraction of bd.
If VðC00Þ does not contain a00 or b00, then let C0 be the cycle in G identical to C00
in G00. It is clear that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is
2-connected.Since there is a one-one correspondence between chords of C0
and chords of C00, it follows that one cannot form a triangle in G entirely from
chords of C0.
Next suppose VðC00Þ contains a00 but not b00. Consider the two vertices of C00,
which are adjacent to a00. If neither of these vertices is A then we define the cycle
C0 in G as the cycle identical to C00 in G00 but with the vertex a00 2 G00 replaced
by f 2 G. Then G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is
2-connected. Observe that every chord of C0 corresponds to a chord of C00. If
A =2VðC00Þ then there is a one-one correspondence between chords of C0 and
chords of C00. If A 2 VðC00Þ the chord a00A belongs to C00 but not to C0. We
conclude a triangle cannot be formed from the chords of C0.
Suppose now A is adjacent to a00 on C00 and b00 =2VðC00Þ. We can assume wlog
that the other vertex adjacent to a00 on C00 is F. We define the cycle C0 in G as
identical to C00 outside the arc Fa00A, but with the arc Fa00A replaced by the arc
FfdaA in G. Note that C0 has two more vertices than C00 and hence is even. We see
again that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Observe that C0 contains the chords fa and dA, neither of which correspond to a
chord of C00. Now fa is the only chord of C0 with vertex a, and dA is the only
chord of C0 with vertex d. Hence a triangle consisting of chords of C0 does not
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contain either of the chords fa or dA. It follows that a triangle cannot be formed
from chords of C0.
Suppose now VðC00Þ contains both a00 and b00 and a00; b00 are adjacent as vertices
of C00. Assume A is the other adjacent vertex of either a00 or b00, say a00. We define
the cycle C0 in G as the cycle identical to C00 in G00, but with the arc Aa00b00
replaced by the arc Aafdb. It is easy to see that both G  VðC0Þ and G  EðC0Þ are
connected. The graph G  EðC0Þ is also 2-connected. To see that G  EðC0Þ  fag
is connected, note that we use the fact that G00  EðC00Þ  fb00g is connected.
Observe that C0 contains the chords dA; ab, and ad. Arguing as in the previous
paragraph, we see that a triangle in G, consisting of chords of C0, does not contain
any of the chords dA; ab, or ad. Hence a triangle cannot be formed from the
chords of C0.
Suppose next that a00; b00 are adjacent vertices of C00 but neither is adjacent to A.
We may assume therefore that F is the other vertex adjacent to a00 on C00 and B the
other vertex adjacent to b00. To obtain C0 from C00, we replace the arc Fa00b00B on
C00 by the arc FfdabB on C0. It is easy to see that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and
connected while G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. Now C0 contains the chords fa and
db, which do not correspond to chords of C00. Again we see that a triangle in G
consisting of chords of C0 does not contain either of the chords fa or db. We
conclude a triangle cannot be formed from chords of C0.
Finally, we suppose VðC00Þ contains both a00 and b00 but a00; b00 are not adjacent
as vertices of C00. Suppose A =2VðC00Þ. We obtain C0 from C00 by replacing a00 by f
and b00 by b. Since A =2VðC00Þ it follows that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and
connected. It is easy to see that G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. Since there is a one-
one correspondence between chords of C0 and chords of C00, apart from the chord
a00b00, it is not possible to form a triangle from chords of C0.
Suppose A 2 VðC00Þ. Then A must be adjacent on C00 to either a00 or b00.
Otherwise the triangle with edges Aa00; a00b00, b00A consists of chords of C00.
Suppose A is adjacent on C00 to both a00 and b00. Then we obtain C0 from C00 by
replacing the arc a00Ab00 by the arc faAdb. It is clear that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty
and connected while G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. The chords of C0, excepting the
chords ad and fd, are in one-one correspondence to the chords of C00. Hence it is
not possible to form a triangle from chords of C0.
The last case we need to consider is where a00; b00;A 2 VðC00Þ and A is adjacent
on C00 to a00 but not to b00. Then we obtain C0 from C00 by replacing b00 by b and, in
the case of a00, acting as when VðC00Þ was assumed to contain a00 and not b00. Thus,
we replace the arc Fa00A in C00 by the arc FfdaA in C0. We conclude as before that
G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. It is also
clear that one cannot form a triangle in G from chords of C0. &
Proof of Proposition 3.1. If C has order larger than 4, then the result follows
from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4 and Corollary 3.1. If C has order 4 then G  VðCÞ is not a
vertex graph since jVðGÞj  6. In that case, the result follows from Lemmas 3.5,
and 3.6. &
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4. GV (C ) SEPARABLE IMPLIES C OF ORDER 4 OR 6
Our goal in this section is the prove the following.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree 4 and C
is an even cycle satisfying (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.2. If G  VðCÞ is separable
then jVðCÞj ¼ 4 or 6.
To prove Proposition 4.1 we consider the block decomposition of G  VðCÞ.
Now G  VðCÞ has at least two endblocks, one of which may be the largest block
B of Lemma 3.2. We consider an endblock other than B. By Lemma 3.1, this
block is either a K2 or an odd cycle. Let a1 be a vertex of this block, which is not a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Since a1 has degree 4 in G; a1 must have at least two
vertices of attachment a2; a3 in C.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose the arc joining a2 to a3 in C is odd. Then jVðCÞj ¼ 4.
Proof. Observe that there are two vertices of C, which attach to vertices of
G  VðCÞ other than the vertex a1. This follows from the 3-connectedness of G.
Denote these vertices by d; f . Suppose d does not coincide with either a2 or a3 and
let arcða2; a3Þ be the arc of C joining a2 to a3, which does not contain d. Let C0 be
the cycle consisting of a1 and arcða2; a3Þ. Since C0 is even, it follows from (b) of
Lemma 3.2 that VðCÞ  V(arcða2; a3ÞÞ ¼ fdg. We conclude that if neither d nor f
coincides with a2 or a3 then jVðCÞj ¼ 4.
Assume now that d ¼ a2; f 6¼ a3, and jVðCÞj > 4. We have then from the above
argument that if arcða2; a3Þ is the arc of C joining a2 to a3, which does not contain
f then VðCÞ  V(arcða2; a3ÞÞ ¼ ffg. Suppose first that no internal vertex of arcða2;
a3Þ attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ. Since jVðCÞj > 4, the arc, arcða2; a3Þ, has at
least five vertices. Consider the graph H on the vertices of arcða2; a3Þ. Then H is
connected, jVðHÞj  5, and all but two vertices of H have degree at least 3 (since
they could attach to f ). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that H contains an even cycle.
Since f attaches to G  VðCÞ we obtain a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2.
Suppose next that an internal vertex of arcða2; a3Þ does attach to a vertex of
G  VðCÞ. From previous argument, we can assume this vertex must be a1.
Moreover, we can similarly argue that there is precisely one internal vertex of
arcða2; a3Þ, which attaches to a1, say the vertex a4, and the arc, arcða2; a4Þ 
arcða2; a3Þ is even. Let H be the graph on the vertices of arcða2; a3Þ. Then H is
connected with jVðHÞj  5. The vertices a2; a3 have degree at least 1 in H and
a4 has degree at least 2. All other vertices have degree at least 3. Observe also that
H contains two paths, from a4 to a2 and from a4 to a3, which contain an even
number of vertices and are disjoint except for the common vertex a4. It follows by
Lemma 2.1 that H contains an even cycle. Note that the evenness of the paths a4
to a2 and a4 to a3 is required to rule out the configuration in Figure 2. Again, we
have a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2 since f attaches to G  VðCÞ.
We can assume now that d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3, jVðCÞj > 4. Since G is 3-connected,
there is a third vertex a4 of C, which attaches to a1. Let arcða2; a3Þ be the arc of C
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joining a2 to a3, which contains a4. Thus we must have that arcða2; a4Þ 
arcða2; a3Þ is even, and that a4 is the only internal vertex of arcða2; a3Þ, which
attaches to G  VðCÞ. Suppose now there is a vertex a5 of VðCÞ  Vðarcða2; a3ÞÞ,
which attaches to a1. Then the arc joining a2 to a5 must be even, in order not to
contradict (b) of Lemma 3.2. In that case, the arc joining a4 to a5 is odd. Since
d; f 6¼ a4; a5 we conclude C has order 4. Suppose finally that no vertex of
VðCÞ  Vðarcða2; a3ÞÞ attaches to G  VðCÞ. Let H be the graph on the vertices
VðCÞ  fa2g. Then H is connected, jVðHÞj  5, and all but two vertices of H
have degree at least 3. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that H contains an even
cycle. Since a2 attaches to G  VðCÞ, we have a contradiction to (b) of
Lemma 3.2. &
Corollary 4.1. Suppose G  VðCÞ is separable and has an endblock which is a
K2. Then C has order 4.
Proof. The endblock, which is a K2, has a vertex a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ.
Hence a1 has three vertices of attachment in C. Of these, we can choose two of
them, a2; a3 such that the arc of C joining a2 to a3 is odd. &
Lemma 4.2. Suppose G  VðCÞ is separable and has at least two endblocks
different from the largest block B of Lemma 3.2. Then C has order 4.
Proof. By Corollary 4.1 we may assume that two of the endblocks are odd
cycles. We consider one of these odd cycles, and let a1; a
0
1 be adjacent vertices of
the cycle, neither of which is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. It follows that both a1; a01
have degree 2 in G  VðCÞ, whence they have each two vertices of attachment in
C. By Lemma 4.1 we can assume there are vertices a2; a3 of C such that the arc of
C joining a2 to a3 is even and a1 attaches to a2 while a
0
1 attaches to a3. It is clear
that the cycle consisting of arcða2; a3Þ and the edge a1a01 is even. We can make
similar assumptions about the second endblock, which is an odd cycle. Hence this
cycle has adjacent vertices b1; b
0
1, which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. The
vertex b1 attaches to the vertex b2 of C, while b
0
1 attaches to b3 in C where the arc
of C joining b2 to b3 is even.
We consider the situation where neither b2 nor b3 coincides with a2 or a3.
Suppose first that b2 and b3 are on the same arc of C joining a2 to a3. Let
FIGURE 2.
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arcðb2; b3Þ be the arc joining b2 to b3, which does not include a2; a3. We can form
the even cycle C0 consisting of b1; b
0
1 and arcðb2; b3Þ, which yields a contradiction
to (b) of Lemma 3.2 unless VðCÞ  Vðarcðb2; b3ÞÞ ¼ fa2; a3g. Arguing similarly
for a1; a
0
1; a2; a3, we conclude C has order 4. Next suppose b2 and b3 are on
different arcs of C joining a2 to a3. Arguing as above, we conclude that C has
order 6. We may also assume that b2 is adjacent to a2 on C and b3 adjacent to a3.
Consider now the largest block B of Lemma 3.2 and assume B has at most two
cutvertices in G  VðCÞ. Since G is 3-connected there is a vertex v of C, which
attaches to a vertex of B that is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Suppose now
v 6¼ a2; a3 and is on the same arc of C joining a2 to a3, which contains b2. Let C0
be the even cycle consisting of a1; a
0
1 and the arc, arcða2; a3Þ, which does not
contain b2. Let b 2 VðBÞ be the cutvertex of G  VðCÞ whose removal
disconnects B from the vertex b1. Then there is a path Pðb; b1Þ in G  VðCÞ from
b to b1, which intersects B




 be the graph on the vertices VðBÞ [ VðPðb; b1ÞÞ [ fv; b2g. Then
B is 2-connected and is disjoint from the even cycle C0. This contradicts (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Let us assume now that B has at least three cutvertices in G  VðCÞ.
Let b be as before and a 2 VðBÞ be the cutvertex of G  VðCÞ, whose removal
disconnects B from the vertex a1. Then there is an endblock B of G  VðCÞ,
which remains connected to B if either a or b is removed from G  VðCÞ. Since
there is a vertex v of C, which attaches to B we can argue as above to obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2.
We consider next the situation where b2 ¼ a2 but b3 6¼ a3. Let arcða2; a3Þ be
the arc of C joining a2 to a3, which does not contain b3. We can form the even
cycle C0 consisting of a1; a
0
1, and arcða2; a3Þ. Hence by Lemma 3.2(b), we must
have VðCÞ  Vðarcða2; a3ÞÞ ¼ fb3; vg, and b3 is adjacent to b2 (since the arc
joining b2 to b3 is even). Now by forming the cycle b1; b2; b3; b
0
1 we see that
Lemma 3.2(b) implies C has order 4.
Finally we consider the situation where b2 ¼ a2; b3 ¼ a3. We first show that




1 in C are
b2 ¼ a2; b3 ¼ a3. To see this note that both b1 and b01 have two vertices of
attachment in C. Since b1 attaches to b2, let us assume the other vertex of
attachment is b02 in C. By Lemma 4.1 we can assume the arc of C joining b2 to b
0
2
is even. Suppose that b02 6¼ b3. Now b01 has a second vertex of attachment in C
other than b3. We denote it by b
0
3 and assume the arc of C joining b3 to b
0
3 is even.
It follows that the arc of C joining b02 to b
0
3 is even. Since b
0
2 6¼ a2; a3 this puts us
back in the cases already considered. We conclude that C has order 4.




1 attach to both a2 and
a3 and to no other vertices of C. Let H be the graph on VðCÞ  fa2; a3g. Since G
is 3-connected it follows that H is connected to G  VðCÞ and a1; a01 are not
vertices of attachment of H in G  VðCÞ. Let C0 be the cycle of order 4 consisting




1a3; a3a1. Since the graph on VðGÞ [ VðHÞ
fa1; a01; a2; a3g is connected, we conclude from (b) of Lemma 3.2 that C has
order 4. &
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose G  VðCÞ is separable and has two endblocks, one of the
endblocks being the largest block B of Lemma 3.2 and the other endblock an odd
cycle. Then C has order 4 or 6.
Proof. Let a1; a
0
1 be adjacent vertices of the endblock of G  VðCÞ, which is
an odd cycle and assume neither a1 nor a
0
1 is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. As in
Lemma 4.2 we may assume that a1 attaches to a vertex a2 of C and a
0
1 to a vertex
a3, such that the arc of C joining a2 to a3 is even. Since G is 3-connected, there
are two vertices d; f of C, which attach to two vertices of B different from the
cutvertex of B in G  VðCÞ. Suppose first d; f do not coincide with either a2 or
a3. If d and f are on different arcs of C joining a2 to a3 then it follows from (b) of
Lemma 3.2 that C has order 6. If d and f are on the same arc of C joining a2 to a3,
let us denote by arcðd; f Þ the arc of C joining d to f , which does not include a2 or
a3. Let arcða2; a3Þ be the arc of C joining a2 to a3, which does not include d; f .
Then we may form the even cycle C0 from a1; a
0
1 and arcða2; a3Þ. Let B be the
graph on VðBÞ [ Vðarcðd; f ÞÞ. Then B is 2-connected and lies outside the even
cycle C0. This contradicts (a) of Lemma 3.2.
We assume d ¼ a2; f 6¼ a3. Let arcða2; a3Þ be the arc of C joining a2 to a3,
which does not include f . It follows by (b) of Lemma 3.2 that VðCÞ
Vðarcða2; a3ÞÞ ¼ ff ; vg: Consider now an internal vertex w of arcða2; a3Þ. If w
attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a1; a01 then by (b) of Lemma 3.2, we
may conclude C has order 6. If w attaches to a1 then arcða2;wÞ  arcða2; a3Þ is
even or else C has order 4. Let us assume now C has order larger than 6. By
arguing as in Lemma 4.1, it follows that there is at most one internal vertex a4 of
arcða2; a3Þ, which attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ. Let H be the graph on the
vertices Vðarcða2; a3ÞÞ [ fvg. Thus H is connected and has at least seven vertices.
At most two vertices, a2 or a3, and v have degree one in the graph, and all but the
four vertices a2; a3; a4; v have degree at least three (since any vertex can attach to
f ). There is also a path in H, which goes through every vertex of H. This rules out
the configuration in Figure 3. We conclude from Lemma 2.1 that H must contain
an even cycle. Since f attaches to G  VðCÞ, this contradicts (b) of Lemma 3.2.
We conclude C has order 4 or 6.
FIGURE 3.
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Finally we assume d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. Suppose there is a vertex f 0 2 VðCÞ
fa2; a3g, which attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a1; a01. Then we may
argue as in the previous paragraph to conclude C has order 4 or 6. Suppose next
that there is a vertex a4 2 VðCÞ  fa2; a3g, which attaches to a1. Then we may
assume the arc of C joining a2 to a4 is even. Consider the second vertex of
attachment a04 of a
0
1 in C. We may assume the arc of C joining a4 to a
0
4 is even.
Since f 6¼ a4; a04, this puts us in the situation dealt with in the previous paragraph.
We conclude that if C has order larger than 6, then a2; a3 are the vertices of
attachment in C of a1; a
0
1. Further, no vertex of VðCÞ  fa2; a3g attaches to
G  VðCÞ. This contradicts the 3-connectedness of G. &
Proof of Proposition 4.1. This follows from the previous lemmas. Note that
if C has order 6 then G  VðCÞ has just two endblocks, one of which is B. &
5. GV (C ) SEPARABLE, C OF ORDER 6
In this section we prove the following.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree 4 and C
is a cycle of order 6 satisfying (a) and (b) of Lemma 3.2. If G  VðCÞ is separable
then G  EðCÞ is 2-connected.
To prove Proposition 5.1 we first observe from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that
G  VðCÞ has exactly two endblocks, one of which is the largest block B of
Lemma 3.2. By Corollary 4.1 the other endblock is an odd cycle. Let a1; a
0
1 be
adjacent vertices of the cycle, neither of which is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Then
both a1 and a
0
1 have two vertices of attachment in C.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose a1 attaches to a vertex a2 2 VðCÞ and a01 to a3 2 VðCÞ.
Then a2 and a3 are not adjacent on C.
Proof. Let us assume a2 and a3 are adjacent on C. Arguing as in Lemma 4.3
we see that there are two vertices d; f of C, which attach to two vertices of B
different from the cutvertex of B in G  VðCÞ. If any vertex in VðCÞ  fa2; a3g
attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a1; a01 then we have a contradiction





1a1. We conclude that d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. Since G is 3-connected
we may also conclude that there is at least one vertex of VðCÞ  fa2; a3g which
attaches to a1 or a
0
1. Suppose the vertex is a
0
2 and that it attaches to a1. In view of
Lemma 4.1 the arc of C joining a2 to a
0
2 is even. Since the arc of C joining a3 to
a02 is odd, it follows again from Lemma 4.1 that the second vertex of attachment
of a01 in C cannot be a
0
2. Suppose it is a
0
3 and let us assume a
0
3 6¼ a2. Let arcða02; a03Þ
be the arc of C, which does not contain a2; a3. Then arcða02; a03Þ is even, whence
one can form an even cycle C0 consisting of a1; a
0
1 and arcða02; a03Þ. Since C0 is
disjoint from d; f , we may argue as in Lemma 4.3 to obtain a contradiction to
(a) of Lemma 3.2.
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Assume now that a03 ¼ a2. If a02 is adjacent to a2, then by forming the cycle of








1a1, we obtain a contradiction to
(b) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that the only vertices of attachment of a1; a
0
1 in C
are a2; a3; a
0
2. The vertex a1 attaches to a2; a
0
2 and the arc joining a2 to a
0
2 has order
4. The vertex a01 attaches to a2 and a3 with a2; a3 adjacent. We can denote the
vertices of C in order as a2; a3; a4; a
0
2; a5; a6. We have already seen that a4; a5; a6
have no vertices of attachment in G  VðCÞ. Suppose now the edge a2a4 exists.
Let C0 be the cycle of order 4 consisting of the edges a01a2; a2a4; a4a3; a3a
0
1. Since
a02 attaches to a1 it is clear that we have a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2.
Since the vertex a4 has minimum degree 4 in G we conclude that the edge a4a6





2a4; a4a6. Since C
0 is disjoint from d; f we can argue again as in
Lemma 4.3 to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. &
Lemma 5.2. The vertices a1; a
0
1 have precisely 4 vertices of attachment in C.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 4.1 the vertices a1; a
0
1 have at most four vertices
of attachment in C. By Lemma 5.1 we can assume that a1 attaches to a vertex a2
of C; a01 to a vertex a3 of C and the arc joining a2 to a3 has order 4. Suppose now
a1 also attaches to a vertex a
0
2 6¼ a3 of C. Then by Lemma 4.1 the vertices a2; a02
are adjacent on C. If a01 attaches to a2 then we have a contradiction to Lemma 5.1.
If a01 attaches to a
0
2 then we have a contradiction to Lemma 4.1. We conclude that
a1; a
0
1 have either four vertices of attachment in C or two vertices of attachment.
Assume now a1; a
0
1 have two vertices of attachment in C, whence a1; a
0
1 attach
to both a2; a3. Let C
0 be the cycle of order 4 consisting of the edges a1a2; a2a
0
1;
a01a3; a3a1. Observe now that since G is 3-connected the graph on VðGÞ  VðC0Þ
is connected. Hence we have a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. &
From Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we see that a1 attaches to two vertices a2; a
0
2 of C
and a01 to two different vertices a3; a
0
3. The arc joining a2 to a3 has order 4; a
0
2 is
adjacent on C to a2; a
0





4. We have also seen that there are vertices d; f of C, which attach to two vertices
of B different from the cutvertex of B in G  VðCÞ. We then have the following.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose the arc of C joining d to f has order 4. Then G  EðCÞ is
2-connected.
Proof. Let us assume that d is not a vertex of attachment in C of a1; a
0
1. Then
wlog, we may write the vertices of C in order as a2; d; a
0
3; a3; f ; a
0
2. Suppose now d
has a second vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ. This vertex of attachment cannot
be a1 or a
0
1. Let C









1a1. By arguing as in Lemma 4.3 we see we can construct a block
containing B and d, which is disjoint from C0. This contradicts (a) of Lemma 3.2.
Suppose next that the edge da3 exists. Let C







1. Since f attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a01 we
have a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. Suppose the edge da02 exists. Let C
0 be
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2a1. Since f attaches to a vertex
of G  VðCÞ other than a1 we have again a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2.
Since d has minimum degree 4 in G, we conclude that the edge df must exist.
Consider next the vertex a2. Suppose the edge a2f exists. Let C
0 be the cycle




2a1. Since d attaches to a vertex of
G  VðCÞ other than a1, we have a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. Next
suppose the edge a2a3 exists. Let C





1a1. Since d and f attach to vertices of G  VðCÞ other than
a1; a
0
1, we obtain a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. A similar argument rules
out the possibility of an edge a2a
0
3. We conclude that, since a2 has minimum
degree 4, it must attach to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a1; a01. If this vertex of
attachment is different from the vertex of attachment of d in B then we can
construct a block containing B and the vertices a2; d of C. This block is disjoint













have therefore a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows that a2 and d have
the same vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ and it is a non-cutvertex of B. A
similar argument shows that a03 has a vertex of attachment in B
, which is the
same as the vertex of attachment of d. By symmetry, we can make similar
conclusions about the vertices a02; f ; a3.
Next we wish to show that G  VðCÞ has just two blocks. One of the blocks is
the largest block B and the other is an odd cycle, which we shall show must be a
triangle. Suppose first that the odd cycle containing a1; a
0
1 is not a triangle. Then
we may assume wlog that there is a vertex a001 of the cycle adjacent to a
0
1, which is
not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Hence a001 has two vertices of attachment in C. It is
easy to see that no matter which vertex of attachment a001 has in C one can form a









adjacent vertices of C. Since this yields a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2 we
conclude the odd cycle containing a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. Let a
00
1 be the third vertex of
this triangle and assume a001 62 B. If a001 has a vertex of attachment in C then we
can argue as previously to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a001 is
the cutvertex of two odd cycles, one of which is the triangle containing a1; a
0
1. Let
a0001 be a vertex of the other odd cycle, adjacent to a
00
1, which is not a cutvertex of
G  VðCÞ. Since a0001 has a vertex of attachment in C we can argue as before to
obtain a contradiction to Lemma 3.2. If a0001 attaches to d or f then we obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. If a0001 attaches to any other vertex of C we
obtain a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that a001 2 B. Hence the
graph of G must be as in Figure 4. The cycle C is denoted by the dashed lines.
It is easy to see that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected.
The other possibility for the positions of d; f in C is d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. We denote
the vertices of C in order as a2; a
0
2; a4; a3; a
0
3; a5. We consider the vertex a4.
If the edge a4a2 exists we get a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2. Similarly if the
edge a4a
0
3 exists we have a contradiction. Hence a4 has a vertex of attachment in
G  VðCÞ. By Lemma 4.1 it cannot be a1 or a01. Hence it must be the same vertex
of attachment of f in B. Otherwise we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2.
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Similarly a5 has the same vertex of attachment in B
 as d. This now puts us in the
case we already considered. &
Lemma 5.4. Suppose an arc of C joining d to f has order 3 or 2. Then
G  EðCÞ is 2-connected.
Proof. We assume first that an arc of C joining d to f has order 3 and that not
both d; f are vertices of attachment of a1; a
0
1 in C. We can assume wlog that
f ¼ a3 and the vertices of C in order are a2; d; a03; a3; a4; a02. Consider the vertex
a4. If either of the edges a4a2 or a4a
0
3 exist then we can obtain a contradiction to
(b) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a4 has a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ different
from a1; a
0
1. To avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 we see this vertex of
attachment must be the same as the vertex of attachment of f in B. This puts us
into the situation considered in Lemma 5.3.
Let us assume next that the arc of C joining d to f has order 2. To avoid a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 we can assume that d ¼ a2; f ¼ a02. We
write the vertices of C in order as a2; a4; a
0
3; a3; a5; a
0
2. Consider now the vertex
a4. If the edge a4a3 exists we can form the cycle C







1. This contradicts (b) of Lemma 3.2 since a2 attaches to





2a4; a4a2; a2a1. This again gives a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2
since a3 attaches to a
0
1 2 G  VðC0Þ. We conclude a4 has a vertex of attachment
in G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. In order to avoid a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2, we see that this vertex of attachment must be the same as the vertex
of attachment of d in B. This puts us into the situation discussed in the previous
paragraph.
Finally we assume that an arc of C joining d to f has order 3 and that both d; f
are vertices of attachment of a1; a
0
1 in C. Then we can assume wlog that
FIGURE 4.
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d ¼ a02; f ¼ a3: We write the vertices of C in order as a2; a4; a03; a3; a5; a02.
Consider now the vertex a5. If either of the edges a5a2 or a5a
0
3 exist, we obtain
a contradiction to (b) of Lemma 3.2 as in the previous paragraph. Hence a5 has
a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ, which is different from a1; a01. To avoid a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, a5 can have only one vertex of attachment and
it must be the same as the vertex of attachment of d in B. Similarly it must be the
same as the vertex of attachment of f in B. Since the vertices of attachment of d
and f in B are different, we have a contradiction. &
Proof of Proposition 5.1. This follows from the previous lemmas. &
6. B * WITH ONE CUTVERTEX IN GV (C ), C OF ORDER 4
In this section we prove the following.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree 4 and
the cycle C of Lemma 3.2 has order 4. If B has exactly one cutvertex in
G  VðCÞ then there is a cycle C0 in G of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-
empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Let a denote the cutvertex of B in G  VðCÞ. Since G is 3-connected there are
two vertices d; f of C, which attach to distinct vertices of B. We may assume that
the vertex of attachment for d is different from a and the vertex of attachment for
f is also different from a, unless B happens to be a K2.
Since B has a cutvertex in G  VðCÞ, there are other endblocks of G  VðCÞ
apart from B. We have already seen in Lemma 3.1 that these endblocks must be
either an odd cycle or K2. We first assume that G  VðCÞ has an endblock, which
is a K2. We denote by a1 the vertex of the K2, which has degree 1 in G  VðCÞ.
Since a1 has degree at least 4 in G, it has at least three vertices of attachment in C.
We denote these vertices of attachment, in order on C, by a2; a3; a4. There is a
fourth vertex of C, which we denote by . The vertex  may or may not attach
to a1.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose G  VðCÞ has just two blocks, B and a K2. Then there is
a cycle C0 in G of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Note that the second vertex of the K2 is the cutvertex a of B
 in
G  VðCÞ. We consider the situation where all four vertices of C attach to a1. Let
us first assume that C has no chords, whence every vertex of C attaches to B.
Suppose now d ¼ a2. Let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a1a3; a3a2;
a2; a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is the union of B and the vertex a4. Since a4 attaches
to B, we conclude G  VðC0Þ is connected. One can also easily see that
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. Next we assume that C has exactly one chord, which
we can take to be the edge a2a4. Let C
0 be the cycle consisting of the edges
a1a2; a2a4; a4; a1. Thus G  VðC0Þ is the union of B and the vertex a3. Since
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a3 has degree at least 4, it has an edge to B
, whence G  VðC0Þ is connected.
Suppose now d ¼ . Then we can form the path consisting of the edges
aa1; a1a4; a4a3; a3a2; a2; d
, where d 6¼ a is the vertex of attachment of d in
B. None of these edges are edges of the cycle C0. We conclude that G  EðC0Þ is
2-connected. The alternative to d ¼  is that  attaches to the cutvertex a of B.
In that case, d must be one of the vertices a2; a3; a4. It is easy to see that no matter
which vertex d is, the graph G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. Finally we assume that C
has two chords, whence the graph on the vertices of C is K4. Hence we may form
a cycle C0 on the vertices of C such that d and f are adjacent on C0. It is clear that
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
We consider the situation where the vertex  of C does not attach to a1.
Suppose  has two edges to B and let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges
a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is 2-connected and strictly larger than B,
yielding a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that the edge a3 must
exist. Suppose the edge a2a4 does not exist. Then the vertices a2; a4;  attach to
B. Let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Since 
attaches to B, it follows that G  VðC0Þ is connected. One can also see that
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected by considering the possible positions of d 2 VðCÞ.
Finally we assume C has two chords. If d and f are adjacent on C then it is easy to
see that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. Suppose then d and f are non-adjacent on C
with d ¼ , whence f ¼ a3. Let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a1a2;
a2a4; a4a3; a3a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
One similarly sees that if d ¼ a3; f ¼ , then G  VðC0Þ is connected and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. The only alternative left is to suppose d ¼ a2; f ¼ a4
and  attaches to a 2 B. Let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a1a2; a2a3;
a3a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. &
Lemma 6.2. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and that a1 is
the vertex of the K2 which has degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Assume all four vertices of
C attach to a1. Then there is a cycle C
0 in G of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is
non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Suppose first that G  VðCÞ has a second endblock which is a K2 and
a01 is its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Then a01 attaches to three vertices of C.
Suppose one of these vertices is d. Let C0 be the cycle with vertices a1 and the
three vertices of C different from d. Since d attaches to a vertex of B different
from its cutvertex in G  VðCÞ, it follows that G  VðC0Þ has a block which
strictly contains B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. If d is not a vertex of
attachment for a01 in C then we can form the cycle C
00 consisting of a01 and the
three vertices of attachment of a01 in C. Again we see that G  VðC00Þ has a block
strictly containing B. We conclude that G  VðCÞ has only one endblock, which
is a K2.
Next suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock, which is an odd cycle. Let a01; a001 be
adjacent vertices of the cycle, which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Note in this
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case that B cannot be a K2, whence d; f attach to distinct vertices of B
 different
from a. If a01 or a
00
1 attach to d or f then we can repeat the argument of the previous
paragraph to obtain a contradiction. Hence both a01; a
00
1 attach to the vertices of
C different from d; f . In that case we can form a cycle C0 of order 4 from the
vertices a01; a
00
1 and the vertices of C different from d; f . Since a1 attaches to d, we
again get a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude G  VðCÞ does not
have an endblock, which is an odd cycle.
We are reduced to the situation where G  VðCÞ has just two endblocks, one of
which is B and the other the K2 with a1 as vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Let a01
be the second vertex of the K2. If a
0
1 ¼ a we are in the situation of Lemma 6.1 so
we shall assume a01 6¼ a. Now a01 is a cutvertex in G  VðCÞ of another block. We
shall show this block is also a K2 and its second vertex is a 2 B. To see this, we
proceed by contradiction. Let a001 6¼ a be a vertex of the block adjacent to a01. Then
a001 has a vertex of attachment in C. Suppose a
00
1 attaches to d or f , and let C
0 be the
cycle consisting of a1, and the three vertices of C different from the vertex of
attachment of a001. Then G  VðC0Þ has a block strictly larger than B, con-
tradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. If a001 attaches to neither d nor f , then let C
0 be the




1 and the vertex of attachment of a
00
1 in C. Again
G  VðC0Þ has a block strictly larger than B, yielding a contradiction.
We are now in the situation where G  VðCÞ consists of three blocks, namely






1 has two vertices of attachment in
C. If either of these coincides with d or f , we get a contradiction as in the
previous paragraph. Hence they do not coincide with d orf . If d and f are adjacent
on C, let C0 be the cycle consisting of a1; a
0
1 and the two vertices of C different
from d; f . Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block larger than B, a contradiction. Hence
d and f are non-adjacent on C, whence we get the situation in Figure 5. It is clear
that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. &
Lemma 6.3. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2. If C has two
chords then G  VðCÞ has just two blocks.
FIGURE 5.
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Proof. We first show that G  VðCÞ has only two endblocks, B and the K2
with a1 as vertex. To see this, suppose there is a third endblock which is a K2 and
let a01 be its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Then a01 has three vertices of
attachment in C, whence it must attach to d or f , say d. One can construct a cycle
C0 from a1 and the three vertices of C other than d. It is clear that G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, yielding a contradiction to (a) of Lemma
3.2. We conclude the third endblock cannot be a K2. Suppose then that it is an odd
cycle. Let a01; a
00
1 be adjacent vertices of the odd cycle, which are not cutvertices of
G  VðCÞ. If a01 or a001 attach to d or f then we can argue as above to obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a01 and a
00
1 both attach to the two vertices
of C different from d; f . Let C0 be the cycle with vertices a01; a
00
1 and the two
vertices of C other than d; f . It is clear that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, again a contradiction. We conclude that G  VðCÞ has only two
endblocks.
Finally let us assume the second vertex of the K2 which is an endblock of
G  VðCÞ is a01 6¼ a. Now a01 is a cutvertex for exactly two blocks. Suppose the
other block is also a K2. Then a
0
1 has two vertices of attachment in C. If a
0
1
attaches to d or f , we can argue as in the previous paragraph to obtain a
contradiction. Hence a01 attaches to two vertices v;w of C different from d; f . One
of these vertices, say v, must attach to a1. Let C





1a1. Note that since the graph on VðCÞ is K4 the edges vw
and df exist. It is clear therefore that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, again a contradiction. Suppose the other block with cutvertex a01 is an
odd cycle. Then there is a vertex a001 of this cycle, adjacent to a
0
1, which is not a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Hence a001 has two vertices of attachment in C. We can
assume as above that neither of these vertices of attachment is d or f . Hence a001
attaches to a vertex v of C, different from d and f , which is also a vertex of
attachment for a1. Let C









Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, whence we have a
contradiction. We conclude the second vertex of the endblock K2 is a. &
Lemma 6.4. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and the vertex
a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ does not attach to a vertex  of C. Suppose further
that  is not the vertex of a chord of C. Then d and f must coincide with a2
and a4.
Proof. We first observe that d or f cannot coincide with . To see this, let C0
be the cycle consisting of the edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Now  has two edges
to G  VðC0Þ. If one of these attaches to a vertex of B other than a, then there is
a block of G  VðC0Þ strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2.
Next we show that d and f cannot be adjacent vertices of C. We proceed by
contradiction. Hence let us assume d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. We first show that the only
endblocks of G  VðCÞ are B and the K2 with a1 as vertex. To see this suppose
there is a third endblock which is a K2 and its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ is
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a01. Suppose a
0
1 attaches to a3. Let C
0 be the cycle consisting of the edges
a1a2; a2; a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the vertices of attachment of a01 are
a2; ; a4. We can now form the cycle C
0 consisting of the edges a01a2; a2; a4;
a4a
0
1. Again we see that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, a
contradiction. We conclude G  VðCÞ does not have a third endblock, which is a





vertices of the cycle, which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. As in the previous
argument we see that neither a01 nor a
00
1 can attach to a3. Now one can see that it is
possible to form an even cycle C0 from four of the vertices a01; a
00
1; a2; ; a4. In that
case, G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, a contradiction.
We are now in the situation where the only endblocks of G  VðCÞ are B and
the K2 with a1 as vertex. We have already observed that  has two edges to
G  VðCÞ and that the only vertex of B it can attach to is the cutvertex a of B in
G  VðCÞ. Hence  attaches to two vertices a01; a001 of G  VðCÞ with a01 62 B and
a001 ¼ a if a001 2 B. Furthermore, there are paths Pða01; a1Þ from a01 to a1 and
Pða001; aÞ from a001 to a in G  VðCÞ, which do not intersect and only intersect B in
the vertex a. Suppose the path Pða01; a1Þ has an even number of vertices, and let C0
be the even cycle consisting of the edges a4; a4a1; a
0
1 and the path Pða01; a1Þ.
Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, a contradiction. Hence
Pða01; a1Þ has an odd number of vertices. We show that  is the only vertex
of attachment of a01 in C. To see this, first note that a3 cannot be a vertex of
attachment for a01 by the argument of the previous paragraph. Suppose now a2 is a
vertex of attachment for a01. Let C
0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a2a1; a2a
0
1
and the path Pða01; a1Þ, whence C0 is an even cycle. Let f  6¼ a be the vertex of
attachment of f in B. Since the path consisting of the edges f a3; a3a4; a4; a
00
1
and Pða001; aÞ is disjoint from C0, it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, again a contradiction. A similar argument yields a contradiction if
a01 attaches to a4.
We are now in the situation where the path Pða01; a1Þ has an odd number of
vertices and the only vertex of attachment in C for a01 is . It follows that a
0
1 is a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ and one of the two blocks with cutvertex a01 is an odd
cycle. Let a0001 be a vertex of this cycle adjacent to a
0
1, which is not a cutvertex of
G  VðCÞ. Then a0001 has two vertices of attachment in C. If a0001 attaches to a3 then
we get a contradiction as in the previous paragraph. If a0001 attaches to  then we
again get a contradiction since there is a path from a0001 to a1, which has an even
number of vertices. We conclude that a0001 attaches to both a2 and a4. Let C
0 be the








1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a
block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that d
and f are not adjacent vertices of C and neither of them coincides with . &
Lemma 6.5. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and the vertex
a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ does not attach to a vertex  of C. Suppose further
that  is not the vertex of a chord of C. Then
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(1) There are two endblocks of G  VðCÞ which are K2’s. Suppose a01 is the
vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ of the second K2. Then the vertices of
attachment of a01 in C are a2; ; a4.
(2) Any endblock of G  VðCÞ other than B which is an odd cycle is a tri-
angle. The vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the triangle
are precisely a2; a4.
(3) G  VðCÞ has at most two cutvertices. If a is the only cutvertex then a3; 
attach to a.
(4) If G  VðCÞ has a second cutvertex a001, then a001 attaches to both  and a3
in C. The only blocks of G  VðCÞ with cutvertex a are B and the K2; a001a
with vertices a001 and a.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4 we can assume that d ¼ a2; f ¼ a4. Further, if 
attaches to a vertex of B it must be the cutvertex a of B in G  VðCÞ.
We show first that there is at most one other endblock which is a K2 and that
the vertices of attachment of its vertex a01 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ satisfy (1) in
the statement of the lemma. To see this, suppose such a K2 exists and a3 is a
vertex of attachment for a01. Then a
0
1 also attaches to either a2 or a4, say a2. Let C
0




1a3; a3a1. Since  does not attach
to a1, it attaches to a vertex of G  VðC0Þ. Hence G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, a contradiction. We conclude the vertices of attachment of
a01 in C are precisely a2; ; a4. A similar argument shows there can be no further
endblocks which are K2’s.
Next we show that if there is an endblock other than B, which is an odd cycle,
it must be a triangle. Further, the vertices of attachment in C of the non-
cutvertices of the triangle satisfy (2) in the statement of the lemma. To see this,
let a01; a
00
1 be adjacent vertices of the odd cycle, which are not cutvertices of
G  VðCÞ. Suppose a2 is not a vertex of attachment for either a01 or a001. Then we
can form an even cycle C0 from four of the vertices a01; a
00
1; a3; a4; . Since d ¼ a2,
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, a contradiction. We conclude




1 and similarly also a4. It is not hard to




1, and the cycle
containing a01; a
00
1 is a triangle.
We consider the cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Let us suppose G  VðCÞ has more
than one cutvertex. Then there is a cutvertex a001 62 B with the property that the
connected components of G  VðCÞ  fa001g consist of the component containing
B, and components B  fa001g, where B is an endblock of G  VðCÞ with
cutvertex a001. Suppose one of the endblocks B with cutvertex a
00
1 is a triangle. Then
we can form a cycle C0 of order 4 from the vertices of the triangle and a2. To
avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, it follows that both  and a3 attach to
a001. Further, there are two endblocks, of G  VðCÞ which are K2’s and their
cutvertex in G  VðCÞ is a001.
Suppose none of the endblocks B with cutvertex a001 are triangles. Consider the
situation where there is just one endblock B with cutvertex a001. Then B is a K2,
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1 has a vertex of attachment
 in C. If  ¼ a3, we let C0 be the cycle with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a001; a001a1. Since
 has two vertices of attachment in G  VðCÞ, it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains
a block strictly larger than B. Since this contradicts (a) of Lemma 3.2, we
conclude a3 does not attach to a
00
1. Hence a3 attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ
fa1; a001g. Let C0 be the cycle with vertices a1; a001; , and a vertex of C adjacent to
, which is also a vertex of attachment for a1. Evidently VðC0Þ does not contain
both a2; a4, or both ; a3. Hence G  VðC0Þ contains a block larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude there cannot be just one endblock B




1 exists. We may therefore form the








1a2. Since G  VðC0Þ cannot contain a
block larger than B, we see that both  and a3 attach to a
00
1.
We have then that the endblocks B of G  VðCÞ with cutvertex a001 consist of








1 attaches to both  and a3. We can
also see that there are exactly two vertices of attachment of VðCÞ in the connect-
ed component of G  VðCÞ  fa001g containing B. These are the vertices of
attachment in B of d ¼ a2 and f ¼ a4. It follows that the blocks of G  VðCÞ are








1 and triangles with cutvertex a
00
1 in G  VðCÞ. We have
proved (1) to (4) in the case G  VðCÞ has more than one cutvertex.
We finally deal with the situation where G  VðCÞ has just one cutvertex a.
Since the vertices of attachment in C for the non-cutvertices of blocks, which are
triangles are a3; a4, we conclude that a second block which is a K2 must exist.




1 attaches to . Since ; a3 have degree at least 4, they must
also attach to a 2 B. We have again verified (1) to (4). &
Corollary 6.1. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and the vertex
a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ does not attach to a vertex  of C. Suppose further
that  is not the vertex of a chord of C. Then there is cycle C0 of order 4 in G such
that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.





1a4; a4a1. It follows from Lemma 6.5 that G  VðC0Þ is
connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. We have illustrated this in Figure 6 in
the case G  VðCÞ has two cutvertices. The cycle C0 has dashed edges. &
Lemma 6.6. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and the vertex
a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ does not attach to a vertex  of C. Suppose further
that C has exactly one chord and  is a vertex of this chord. If the vertices d; f of
C do not coincide with a2; a4 then G  VðCÞ consists of two blocks.
Proof. We first consider the case where d; f are adjacent and one of them, say
d, coincides with . We may assume then that d ¼ ; f ¼ a2. Consider a vertex 
of G  VðCÞ, which has the property  6¼ a1;  62 B. Then  can attach only to
a3 or a4 in C. Otherwise we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows
that any endblock of G  VðCÞ, other than the K2 with vertex a1 and B, must be
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an odd cycle. Let a01; a
00
1 be adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle, which are
not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Then a01; a001 attach to both a3 and a4. Hence we can







Evidently G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2.
We conclude the only endblocks of G  VðCÞ are B and the K2 with vertex a1.
Suppose now the second vertex of this K2 is a
0
1 62 B. Then a01 must have a vertex
of attachment in C, which must be either a3 or a4. Hence we can form a cycle C
0
with vertices a1; a
0
1; a3; a4. Again G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than
B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the second vertex of the K2 is
a 2 B, whence G  VðCÞ has two blocks.
Next we consider the case where d; f are adjacent but neither coincides with .
Hence we may assume d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. By the argument of the previous
paragraph, we see that a vertex  of G  VðCÞ;  6¼ a1;  62 B can attach only to
a4 or  in C. Hence any endblock of G  VðCÞ, other than the K2 with vertex a1
and B, must be an odd cycle. Arguing as before, we see that the only endblocks
of G  VðCÞ are B and the K2 with vertex a1. Suppose now the second vertex of
this K2 is a
0
1 62 B. Then a01 has a vertex of attachment in C, which must be either
 or a4. If  is a vertex of attachment, then we may argue as in the previous
paragraph to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a01 attaches to a4
and does not attach to . Since a01 attaches only to a4 in C the second block with
cutvertex a01 is an odd cycle. Let a
00
1 be a vertex of this cycle adjacent to a
0
1, which
is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Then a001 attaches to both  and a4. Let C0 be the








1a4. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a
block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. In all cases we have
a contradiction, whence G  VðCÞ consists of two blocks.
Finally we consider the case where d; f are non-adjacent, whence we may
assume d ¼ ; f ¼ a3. As previously we see that a vertex  of G  VðCÞ;
 6¼ a1;  62 B can attach only to a2 or a4 in C. Hence any endblock of
G  VðCÞ, other than the K2 with vertex a1 and B, must be an odd cycle.
FIGURE 6.
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Suppose there is an endblock which is an odd cycle. Let a01; a
00
1 be adjacent
vertices of the cycle, which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Then a01; a001 attach to
both a2 and a4. Hence we may form the cycle C







1. Since the edge a3 exists, G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the only
endblocks of G  VðCÞ are B and the K2 with vertex a1. Let a01 62 B be the
second vertex of this K2. Then a
0
1 has a vertex of attachment in C, which must be
either a2 or a4. Suppose a
0
1 attaches to both a2 and a4. Let C





1a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than
B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Next suppose a01 attaches to a2 but does not
attach to a4. Then a4 attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a1; a01. Suppose
d attaches to a vertex d 2 B. If the vertex of attachment of a4 is different from
d then we can obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. If the vertex of
attachment of a4 is d
, then this puts us in the situation of adjacent d; f dealt with
in the previous paragraphs. We conclude again in this case that G  VðCÞ
contains two blocks. &
Lemma 6.7. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2, and the vertex
a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ does not attach to a vertex  of C. Suppose further
that C has exactly one chord and  is a vertex of this chord. If the vertices d; f of
C coincide with a2; a4 then there exists a cycle C
0 in G of order 4 such that
G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Arguing as in the previous lemma, we see that a vertex  of
G  VðCÞ;  6¼ a1;  62 B can attach only to  or a3 in C. We can similarly see
that the only endblocks of G  VðCÞ are B and the K2 with vertex a1. Let a01 be
the second vertex of this K2, and suppose a
0
1 62 B. Then a01 is the cutvertex of two
blocks. One of these is the K2 a1a
0
1. Let us assume the other is an odd cycle. Let
a001 be a vertex of this cycle adjacent to a
0
1 which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ.
Then a001 attaches to both  and a3. Let C









1a3. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude a01 is the cutvertex of two blocks,
both of which are K2’s. Hence a
0
1 attaches to both a3 and  in C.
Consider now the second K2 which has cutvertex a
0
1 in G  VðCÞ. One of its




1 62 B, whence a001 has a
vertex of attachment in C. Suppose a3 is this vertex of attachment, and let C
0 be








1a3, Then G  VðC0Þ contains
a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. The other
possibility for the vertex of attachment in C of a001 is . Let C
0 be the cycle




1a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, again a contradiction.
We conclude that G  VðCÞ consists of at most three blocks. One of these is B
and the others are K2’s. If G  VðCÞ has just two blocks, the conclusion of the
lemma follows from Lemma 6.1. Suppose then that G  VðCÞ has three blocks
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with the endblock, which is a K2 having vertices a1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ and
a01 of degree 2 in G  VðCÞ. Now a1 attaches to a2; a3; a4 in C and a01 to a3; .
Furthermore, the diagonal a3 exists. Let C
0 be the cycle consisting of the edges
a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. It is clear that G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-
connected. We illustrate this in Figure 7.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose G satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.1 and
G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2. Then there is a cycle C0 in G of order 4
such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemmas. &
To finish the proof of Proposition 6.1, we may now assume that all endblocks
of G  VðCÞ other than B are odd cycles. We denote by a1; a01 two adjacent
vertices of an endblock which is an odd cycle, neither of which is a cutvertex of
G  VðCÞ. Hence both a1 and a01 have two vertices of attachment in C. There are
two possibilties for these vertices of attachment:
(1) Both a1 and a
0
1 have precisely two vertices of attachment in C and these
are identical for a1 and a
0
1. Furthermore, the vertices of attachment are
non-adjacent on C.
(2) There are two adjacent vertices of C which form a cycle of order 4
together with the vertices a1; a
0
1.
In case (1) we denote the vertices of attachment of a1; a
0
1 in C by a2; a3. In case





1a1 exists. Now C has two other vertices, which we denote ; 
with  being the vertex of C adjacent to a2. We continue to denote by d; f two
vertices of C which have edges to distinct vertices of B different from the
cutvertex a of B in G  VðCÞ.
FIGURE 7.
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Lemma 6.8. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ other than B are odd cycles.
Let a1; a
0
1 be two adjacent vertices of an endblock which is an odd cycle and such
that neither a1 nor a
0
1 is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. If a2 and a3 are non-adjacent
on C then there is a cycle C0 of order 4 in C such that G  VðC0Þ is connected and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Since a2 and a3 are non-adjacent we are in case (1) above. Suppose
first that d and f are non-adjacent and do not coincide with a2; a3. Now d and f do
not attach to a1 or a
0
1. Hence either d attaches to a second vertex of G  VðCÞ
different from a1; a
0
1 or the edge df exists. In either case we obtain a contradiction
to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Suppose next that d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. We show the odd cycle
containing the vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. To see this, assume the cycle is not a
triangle, whence we can suppose there is a vertex a001 of the cycle, adjacent to a
0
1
on the cycle, which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Hence a001 has two vertices of
attachment in C. Suppose a001 attaches to . Let C







1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block which includes B and a3,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Since we may make a similar argument if a001
attaches to  we conclude that the vertices of attachment in C of a001 are precisely
a2; a3. Since  and  have degree at least 4 in G, they must attach to a vertex
of G  VðCÞ other than a1; a01; a001. Suppose d attaches to the vertex d in B. By








1a3 we see that d

can be the only vertex of attachment for  and  in G  VðCÞ. Otherwise we get a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Since a similar argument implies that the
vertex of attachment f  of f in B is the only vertex of attachment for  and  in
G  VðCÞ, we arrive at a contradiction. We conclude the odd cycle containing the
vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. It is not difficult to see further that all endblocks other
than B are triangles and the vertices of attachment in C of their non-cutvertices
are precisely a2; a3.
We show that the cutvertices of all endblocks other than B are identical. To
see this assume for contradiction this is not the case. Then there exists a cutvertex
a001 62 B with the property that the components of G  VðCÞ  fa001g consist of the
component containing B and B  fa001g for endblocks B of G  VðCÞ with













1a2. Since G  VðCÞ contains
an endblock triangle with cutvertex different from a001 it follows that G  VðCÞ
contains a block containing B and a3, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We
conclude that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ other than B have the same cut-
vertex a001:
Suppose a001 62 B. Then the blocks of G  VðCÞ consist of B, the K2; aa001 and
the endblock triangles with cut vertex a001. Otherwise there is a vertex of the
component of G  VðCÞ  fa001g containing B, which attaches to a vertex of C.





1 and one of the vertices a2 or a3, we see G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Consider next the vertices
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of attachment in G  VðCÞ of . If  attaches to a vertex of B, then we can
obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence  attaches to a001 and the
diagonal  exists. Similarly  attaches to a001. Let C
0 be the cycle consisting of
the edges a1a2; a2; a3; a3a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is
2-connected. We illustrate this in Figure 8.
Next we assume a001 ¼ a 2 B. It follows from the previous paragraph that all
endblocks are triangles with cutvertex a in G  VðCÞ. Further, the vertices of
attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of these triangles are precisely a2 and a3.
Hence  and  can attach only outside C to vertices of B. If  attaches to two
vertices of B then we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. In fact if C0 is
the cycle with edges a1a2; a2; a3; a3a1 then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B. We conclude that the edge  exists and that  and  attach to the
same vertex of B. Note this last assertion is deduced by considering the cycle C0




1a3; a3a1. The situation we are in is illustrated
in Figure 9. We have assumed that  and  attach to the cutvertex a of B in
G  VðCÞ. Again it is clear that if C0 is the cycle consisting of the edges
a1a2; a2; a3; a3a1, then G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Finally we consider the situation where d and f are adjacent on C. We can
assume wlog that d ¼ a2; f ¼ . Now  does not attach to a1 or a01. Hence if 
attaches to two vertices of G  VðCÞ, we can obtain a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. It follows that the edge  exists and that  and  have the same
vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ. Arguing as previously, we see that the odd
cycle containing the vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle and its third vertex is a 2 B. It
is also easy to see that all endblocks are triangles with cutvertex a 2 B. Fur-
thermore, the vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices are precisely
a2 and a3. Let C
0 be the cycle with edges, a1a2; a2; a3; a3a1. We see that
G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. This is illustrated in
Figure 10.
FIGURE 8.
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Lemma 6.9. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ other than B are odd cycles.
Let a1 be a vertex of an endblock which is an odd cycle and assume a1 is not a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Then a1 has exactly two vertices of attachment in C.
Proof. Evidently a1 has at least two vertices of attachment in C. Let us first
suppose a1 has four vertices of attachment in C, whence a1 attaches to every
vertex of C. Let a01 be a vertex of the endblock odd cycle adjacent to a1, which is
also not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. If a01 attaches to d or f in C then we obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a01 must attach to the two vertices of C
different from d; f . In that case we also get a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. In
fact if d; f are adjacent on C, we can construct the cycle C0 with vertices a1; a
0
1
and the two vertices of C distinct from d; f . Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B. If d; f are non-adjacent on C we can construct a cycle C0
with vertices a01; f and the two vertices of attachment of a
0
1 in C. Again
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B. We conclude that a1 cannot
have four vertices of attachment in C.
FIGURE 9.
FIGURE 10.
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Suppose a1 has three vertices of attachment in C. We denote these vertices in
order on C by a2; a3; a4 and denote by  the remaining vertex of C, which does
not attach to a1. As in the previous paragraph, let a
0
1 be a vertex on the odd cycle
adjacent to a1, which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Suppose that a01 attaches to
. Then d; f cannot coincide with  or we would have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Assume a3 is the second vertex of attachment for a
0
1 in C. Then d; f
cannot coincide with a3 either, whence we may assume d ¼ a2; f ¼ a4. Let C0 be
the cycle with edges a01; a4; a4a3; a3a
0
1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a3 cannot be the
second vertex of attachment for a01 in C. We can assume then that a2 is the second
vertex of attachment for a01. If d and f are adjacent on C, it is easy to see we get
a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume d ¼ a2; f ¼ a4.
Suppose now the diagonal a3 exists. Let C
0 be the cycle consisting of the edges
a01; a3; a3a2; a2a
0
1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the diagonal a3 does not exist, in which
case  attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. We have already
seen that if  attaches to a vertex of B, it has to be the cutvertex of B in
G  VðCÞ. In particular, it cannot be the same as the vertex of attachment in B of
f ¼ a4. Let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a01a2; a2a3; a3a1; a1a01. Then
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, again a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2.
We conclude now that a01 does not attach to . Then  attaches to a vertex of
G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. Suppose first  ¼ d. Then, to avoid a con-
tradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2,  can have only one vertex of attachment in
G  VðCÞ. Hence the diagonal a3 exists. Consider now the position of f on C. If
f is adjacent to , then one can construct a cycle C0 with vertices a1; a
0
1 and the
two vertices of C different from d; f . In that case, G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we must have
f ¼ a3. Observe that a01 cannot attach to a3. If it did, we could form the cycle C0
from the edges a1a2; a2; a4; a4a1, and G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B. We conclude the vertices of attachment in C of a01 are a2; a4. In




1a4; a4a1. Since the
diagonal a3 exists, G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, con-
tracting (a) of Lemma 3.2.
We can assume now that if the vertex of attachment of  in G  VðCÞ lies in
B, it is the cutvertex of B in G  VðCÞ. Hence one of d; f coincides with one of
a2; a4, say d ¼ a2. In that case, we can form a cycle C0 with vertices a1; a01; a3; a4,
since a01 attaches to a3 or a4. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than
B, again a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows that a1 cannot have three
vertices of attachment in C. &
Lemma 6.10. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ other than B are odd cycles.
Let a1; a
0
1 be two adjacent vertices of an endblock which is an odd cycle, and such
that neither a1 nor a
0
1 is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Suppose a1 attaches to a vertex
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a2 of C and a
0
1 to a vertex a3 of C, and that a2; a3 are adjacent on C. If d; f are not
adjacent on C, then G  EðCÞ is 2-connected.
Proof. Let ;  be the remaining two vertices of C different from a2; a3, with
 adjacent to a2. We can assume wlog that d ¼ a2; f ¼ . By Lemma 6.9 we
have that a1 has exactly two vertices of attachment in C, one of which is a2.
Similarly a01 has two vertices of attachment, one of which is a3. Suppose that a
0
1
attaches to . Let C0 be the cycle consisting of the edges a01a3; a3; ; a
0
1. Since
d ¼ a2, the graph G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradict-
ing (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a01 cannot attach to . Suppose next that a1 attaches








1a1. To avoid a con-
tradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, we must have that the vertex of attachment of 
in G  VðCÞ is the same as the vertex of attachment in B of f ¼ . By similar
argument, we see the vertex of attachment of  must also be the same as the
vertex of attachment in B of d ¼ a2. Since the vertices of attachment in B of d; f
are different, we have a contradiction.
We conclude the vertices of attachment of a1 in C are adjacent, and similarly
with a01. Suppose now that a3 is the second vertex of attachment in C for a1 and 
is the second vertex of attachment for a01. By arguing as in the previous paragraph,
we see that the vertex of attachment of  in G  VðCÞ must coincide with the
vertex of attachment in B of d and also of f , a contradiction. Suppose next that 
is the second vertex of attachment in C for a1, and a2 is the second vertex of
attachment for a01. Observe that since  cannot have two vertices of attachment in
G  VðCÞ, the diagonal a2 exists. If the diagonal a3 exists, let C0 be the cycle




1a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the edge a3
does not exist, whence  has a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ different from
a1; a
0
1. By considering the cycle C




1a1, we see that
this vertex of attachment for  must be the same as the vertex of attachment for f
in B. Otherwise we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Now let C0 be the
cycle with edges a01a2; a2; a3; a3a
0
1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, again a contradiction.




(1) a1 attaches to a3; a
0
1 attaches to a2;
(2) a1 attaches to ; a
0
1 attaches to .
Neither of (1), (2) lead to contradictions, but they do yield a situation where the
cycle C satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. We first consider (1).
In case (1) we see that the diagonals a3 and a2 exist and that ;  have both
exactly one vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ, which is the vertex of attachment
for f ¼  2 B. Otherwise we would have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2.
Next we show that the odd cycle containing the vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle with
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cutvertex a 2 B. To see this let a001 be a vertex of the cycle adjacent to a1 or a01,
which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Arguing as before, we see that the vertices
of attachment in C of a001 must be precisely a2; a3. Hence we can form the cycle C
0








1a3, and G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the odd
cycle is a triangle. A similar argument shows its cutvertex in G  VðCÞ is a 2 B.
It is not difficult to see further that every endblock of G  VðCÞ, other than B, is
a triangle with cutvertex a 2 B. Futhermore, the vertices of attachment in C of
the non-cutvertices of the triangle are a2; a3. It follows now that G  EðCÞ is 2-
connected. We illustrate this in Figure 11.
In case (2) we first see that the diagonal a3 cannot exist. If it did, we could
form the cycle C0 consisting of the edges a1; a3; a3a2; a2a1. Then G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2.
Hence  has a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. By
previous argument, we see this vertex of attachment must coincide with the vertex
of attachment in B of f ¼ . Now, arguing as earlier in the paragraph, we see the
diagonal a2 cannot exist. We also can see that a3 has a vertex of attachment in
G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. This vertex of attachment must coincide with the
vertex of attachment in B of d ¼ a2. We have now accounted for all edges from
C to G  VðCÞ. If another edge existed we would have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. It follows that G  VðCÞ consists of two blocks, B and a triangle
containing the vertices a1; a
0
1. The third vertex of the triangle is a 2 B. It is easy
to see that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected, as illustrated in Figure 12. &
Lemma 6.11. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ other than B are odd cycles.
Let a1; a
0
1 be two adjacent vertices of an endblock which is an odd cycle, and such
that neither a1 nor a
0
1 is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Suppose a1 attaches to a vertex
a2 of C and a
0
1 to a vertex a3 of C, and that a2; a3 are adjacent on C. If d; f are
adjacent on C, then G  EðCÞ is 2-connected.
FIGURE 11.
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Proof. There are two possible configurations for d; f on C, (1) d ¼ a2; f ¼
, (2) d ¼ a2; f ¼ a3. We consider (1) first. Suppose a01 attaches to , and let C0
be the cycle consisting of the edges a01a3; a3; ; a
0
1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains
a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Suppose a1





Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, again a contradiction. If
a1 attaches to a3 and a
0
1 to  we similarly get a contradiction. Hence the only
possibilities for the second vertices of attachment for a1; a
0
1 in C are:
(I) a1 attaches to a3; a
0
1 to a2,
(II) a1 attaches to ; a
0
1 to ,
(III) a1 attaches to ; a
0
1 to a2.
We consider the three cases, first (I). Now  must have a vertex of attachment
in G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. To avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2
this vertex of attachment must be the same as the vertex of attachment of f ¼ 
in B. This puts us in the situation of non-adjacent d; f dealt with in the pre-
vious lemma. For case (II) we show first that the edge a2 cannot exist. If it did,
we could form the cycle C0 consisting of the edges a01; a2; a2a3; a3a
0
1, and
G  VðC0Þ then contains a block strictly larger than B, a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Since the edge a2 does not exist,  has a vertex of attachment in
G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. To avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, we
see that it must be the same as the vertex of attachment of f ¼  in B. This again
puts us in the situation of non-adjacent d; f . For case (III) we see that  must have
a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. As before, this vertex of
attachment must be the same as the vertex of attachment of f ¼  in B. Hence
we are in the situation of non-adjacent d; f again.
Finally we consider the second possible configuration of d; f , (2) d ¼ a2;
f ¼ a3. Suppose a1 attaches to  and let C0 be the cycle with edges a1a2;
FIGURE 12.
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a2; ; a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contra-
dicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a1 cannot attach to , and similarly a
0
1 cannot
attach to . Suppose now a1 attaches to  and a
0
1 to . Then we may form the




1a1. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, we have a contradiction. Hence the only possibilities for the
second vertices of attachment for a1; a
0
1 in C are:
(I) a1 attaches to a3; a
0
1 to ,
(II) a1 attaches to ; a
0
1 to a2,
(III) a1 attaches to a3; a
0
1 to a2.
Cases (I) and (II) are similar, so we shall just deal with (I). In that case,  must
attach to a vertex of G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01. To avoid a contradiction to
(a) of Lemma 3.2, this vertex of attachment must be the same as the vertex of
attachment of d ¼ a2 in B. This puts us once more in the situation of non-
adjacent d; f dealt with in Lemma 6.10.
We are left to deal with case (III). We first show that the odd cycle containing
the vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. To see this, suppose the odd cycle is not a triangle,
in which case there is a vertex a001 adjacent to a1 or a
0
1 which is not cutvertex of
G  VðCÞ. We can assume wlog that a001 is adjacent to a01. If a001 attaches to  then






1. Evidently G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Since we
get a similar contradiction if a001 attaches to , we conclude a
00
1 attaches to both a2
and a3. Further,  attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01; a001. By








1a3, we see the vertex of
attachment of  in G  VðCÞ must be the same as the vertex of attachment of
d ¼ a2 in B. Otherwise we contradict (a) of Lemma 3.2. By forming the cycle C0








1a2, we see the vertex of attachment of  in
G  VðCÞ must be the same as the vertex of attachment of f ¼ a3 in B. Since
the vertices of attachment of d; f are different, we have a contradiction. We
conclude the odd cycle containing the vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. It is not difficult
to see further that every endblock of G  VðCÞ, other than B, is a triangle. The
vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the triangle are precisely a2; a3.
Let a001 be a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ of , and suppose a001 62 B. If a001
is not the cutvertex of every endblock of G  VðCÞ other than B, then there is an
endblock B 6¼ B such that a001 is in the same component of G  VðCÞ  VðBÞ as
B. From the previous paragraph, we see that we can form a cycle C0 from the
vertices of B and a3. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we
have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that a001 is the cutvertex of
every endblock of G  VðCÞ other than B. In particular, the third vertex of the




1. Note that if a vertex of G  VðCÞ which does
not belong to an endblock (including B) attaches to C, then we can obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the blocks of G  VðCÞ are B, the
K2; aa
00
1 with a 2 B, and triangles with cutvertex a001 in G  VðCÞ. Further, a001 is
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the only vertex of attachment for  in G  VðCÞ, and hence the diagonal a3
exists. Similarly, a001 is the only vertex of attachment for  in G  VðCÞ, and hence
the diagonal a2 exists. It is easy to see now that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. We
illustrate this in Figure 13.
Suppose finally that  attaches to a vertex of B. If this vertex is different from
the cutvertex a of B in G  VðCÞ, then we are in a situation dealt with previously
in this lemma or in Lemma 6.10. Hence we may assume  attaches to a 2 B.
In that case it is easy to see that the cutvertex of every endblock of G  VðCÞ is
a. Further, the diagonal a3 exists. Similarly  attaches to a and the diagonal
a2 exists. We see as above that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected, as illustrated in
Figure 14. &
Corollary 6.3. Suppose G satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.1 and all
endblocks of G  VðCÞ other than B are odd cycles. Then there is a cycle C0 in G
of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-
connected.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6.8 through 6.11. &
Proof of Proposition 6.1. This follows from Corollaries 6.2, 6.3. &
7. B * WITH TWO CUTVERTICES IN GV (C ), C OF ORDER 4
Proposition 7.1. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree 4 and
the cycle C of Lemma 3.2 has order 4. If B has two cutvertices in G  VðCÞ then
there is a cycle C0 in G of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and
connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
FIGURE 13.
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Let a; b denote the cut vertices in G  VðCÞ of B. Since G is 3-connected,
there is a vertex d of C which attaches to a vertex of B different from a; b, unless
B is a K2. We shall first assume that G  VðCÞ has an endblock, which is a K2.
Let a1 be its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. We can assume wlog that removal of
a from G  VðCÞ disconnects a1 from B. Now a1 has three vertices of attach-
ment in C, which we denote by order on C as a2; a3; a4. We denote by  the
fourth vertex of C.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose G  VðCÞ has two endblocks which are K2’s and let b1 be
the vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ of the second K2. Suppose further that
removal of a from G  VðCÞ does not disconnect b1 from B. Then a; b are the
only cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. The blocks of G  VðCÞ are B, the two K2’s
a1a; b1b and triangles. The vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of
the triangles are precisely a2; a4.
Proof. If b1 attaches to both a3 and  then, no matter what the position of d
on C one can can form a cycle C0 of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that b1
attaches to a2 and a4, and that a1; b1 have exactly three vertices of attachment in
C. Further, d does not coincide with the vertex of attachment of a1; b1 different
from a2; a4. In particular d 6¼ a3. If d ¼  then a3 is the third vertex of attachment
in C of b1.
We show that G  VðCÞ has no further endblocks, which are K2’s. Suppose for
contradiction there is a third endblock which is a K2 and its vertex of degree 1 in
G  VðCÞ is c1. We see as in the previous paragraph that c1 attaches to a2 and a4.
Consider now the third vertex of attachment for c1. If c1 attaches to a3 then we
can form the cycle C0 with edges a1a2; a2c1; c1a3; a3a1. If d coincides with  or a4
then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. If d ¼ a2 we also obtain a contradiction by considering the cycle C0
with edges a1a4; a4c1; c1a3; a3a1. Suppose c1 attaches to . Then by arguing as
FIGURE 14.
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before we see that d 6¼ a2; a4 whence d ¼ . In that case let C0 be the cycle with
edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than
B, again a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude there are only two
endblocks which are K2’s.
We show next that endblocks of G  VðCÞ which are odd cycles are triangles.
Further, the vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the triangle are
precisely a2; a4. To see this, let c1; c
0
1 be adjacent vertices of an endblock which is
an odd cycle and assume they are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Suppose first that
d ¼ , whence a3 is the third vertex of attachment for b1 in C. It is easy to see
that if c1 or c
0
1 attaches to  or to a3 we will obtain a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude the vertices of attachment in C of c1; c
0
1 are precisely
a2; a4. Suppose next that d ¼ a2 and  is the third vertex of attachment for b1 in
C. Assume that c1; c
0
1 are connected to B
 in G  VðCÞ  fbg. Then if c1 or c01
attach to  in C, we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the
vertices of attachment in C of c1; c
0
1 can only be a2; a3; a4. If a3 is a vertex of
attachment then we can form a cycle C0 of order 4 with the vertices c1; c
0
1; a3 and
one of the vertices a2 or a4. It is clear that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude again the vertices of
attachment of c1; c
0
1 in C are precisely a2; a4. If c1; c
0
1 are not connected to B
 in
G  VðCÞ  fbg, then they are connected to B in G  VðCÞ  fag. A similar
argument implies then the vertices of attachment of c1; c
0
1 in C are a2; a4. Suppose
finally that d ¼ a2 and b1 attaches to a3. If c1 or c01 attach to a3 then we can argue
as previously to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the vertices of
attachment in C of c1; c
0
1 can only be a2; ; a4. If  is a vertex of attachment, then
we can form a cycle C0 with vertices c1; c
0
1;  and one of the vertices a2; a4. Since
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B we have a contradiction to (a)
of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the vertices of attachment in C of c1; c
0
1 are precisely
a2; a4. In all cases then, c1; c
0
1 attach to a2; a4 in C. It is easy to further conclude
now that the odd cycle containing c1; c
0
1 as vertices is a triangle.
We show that the only cutvertices of G  VðCÞ are a; b. We proceed to
contradiction by assuming there are more cutvertices. Let a0 62 B be a cutvertex
with the property that the connected components of G  VðCÞ  fa0g consist of
the component containing B and B  fa0g for endblocks B with cutvertex a0 in
G  VðCÞ. We can assume wlog that a0 is not the second vertex of the K2 with
vertex b1. Suppose there is an endblock B with cutvertex a
0 which is a triangle.
Let C0 be the cycle with vertices consisting of the three vertices of B and the
vertex a2 or a4 different from d. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. The alternative is that a0 is the second
vertex of the K2 with vertex a1, and a
0 has a vertex of attachment in C. Suppose
that d ¼ . If a0 attaches to  then we see that if C0 is the cycle with edges
a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1 then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a0 must attach to one of a2; a3; a4. In that
case, let C0 be the cycle with vertices a1; a
0, the vertex of attachment in C of a0
and an adjacent vertex not equal to . Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
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larger than B, again a contradiction. We conclude that d 6¼  whence we may
assume d ¼ a2. If a0 attaches to a3; a4 or  we form the cycle C0 with vertices
a1; a
0, the vertex of attachment in C of a0 and an adjacent vertex not equal to a2.
Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Hence d ¼ a2 and a2 is the only vertex of attachment in C of a0.
We conclude a contradiction by showing that a0 has at least two vertices of
attachment in C. To see this first observe that a0 is the cutvertex of just two blocks
of G  VðCÞ, one of which is the K2; a1a0. Further, every endblock of G  VðCÞ,
which is a triangle, must have cutvertex a or b in G  VðCÞ. If a0 has just one
vertex of attachment in C then the second block with cutvertex a0 must be an odd
cycle. Let a00 be a vertex of this cycle adjacent to a0 which is not a cutvertex of
G  VðCÞ. Then a00 has two vertices of attachment in C. Suppose a00 attaches to
a3. Let C
0 be the cycle with edges a3a1; a1a
0; a0a00; a00a3. Then G  VðC0Þ contains
a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Since a similar
argument can be made if a00 attaches to a4, it follows that a
00 attaches to both a2
and . Now let C0 be the cycle of order 6 with edges a3a1; a1a
0; a0a00; a00;
a4; a4a3. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, again a
contradiction. We conclude that a0 has more than one vertex of attachment in C.
It follows now that a; b are the only cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Hence the
blocks of G  VðCÞ are B, the two K2’s a1a; b1b, and triangles with cutvertex
a or b. &
Lemma 7.2. Suppose G  VðCÞ has two endblocks which are K2’s and let b1 be
the vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ of the second K2. Suppose further the removal
of a from G  VðCÞ does not disconnect b1 from B. Then there is a cycle C0 in G
of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-
connected.
Proof. We suppose first that there is an endblock of G  VðCÞ which is a
triangle. Let c1; c
0
1 be the non-cutvertices of the triangle and a be the third vertex.
Let C0 be the cycle with edges c1a2; a2; a4; a4c1. If b1 attaches to a3 then
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Hence the three vertices of attachment in C are a2; ; a4. Let C
0




1a4; a4c1. If the diagonal a3 exists then
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, a contradiction. We conclude
the edge a3 does not exist. Hence a3 has a vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ
different from a1. We have already seen this vertex of attachment cannot be b1.
Let C0 be the cycle with edges b1a2; a2; a4; a4b1. Since G  VðC0Þ cannot
contain a block larger than B, we see that the second vertex of attachment in
G  VðCÞ of a3 must be a. Similarly we see that  attaches to b. The situation is
illustrated in Figure 15. Let C0 be the cycle with edges a2b1; b1a4; a4a1; a1a2.
Then G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
We may assume now that the blocks of G  VðCÞ are B and the two K2’s
a1a; b1b. If b1 attaches to a3, then  attaches to at least two vertices of B
, or
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the edge a3 exists and  attaches to at least one vertex of B
. If  attaches
to two vertices of B, let C0 be the cycle with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1.
Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. If the edge a3 exists, then  also attaches to a vertex of B
. In that
case it is easy to see that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. The situation is illustrated in
Figure 16.
The final situation we need to deal with is when b1 attaches to , in which case
we may assume d ¼ a2. If the diagonal a3 exists, then G  EðCÞ is 2-connected
so we shall assume the edge a3 does not exist. Hence  has a second vertex of
attachment in G  VðCÞ. This vertex of attachment must be b. Otherwise we can
obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Similarly a3 has a second vertex of
attachment in G  VðCÞ, which must be a. We are in a situation similar to that
illustrated in Figure 15. Hence if C0 is the cycle with edges a2b1; b1a4; a4a1; a1a2
then G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. &
FIGURE 15.
FIGURE 16.
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Next we consider the situation where all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to
B through b are odd cycles. We continue to assume that G  VðCÞ has an
endblock which is a K2 connected to B
 through a.
Lemma 7.3. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2, connected to B
through a, and denote by a1 its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Suppose further
that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b are odd cycles. Let
b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not cutvertices of
G  VðCÞ. Then




1 have exactly two vertices of attachment in C,
(3) If the vertices of attachment of b1; b
0
1 are non-adjacent, on C then they
coincide with a2; a4.
(4) If the vertices of attachment of b1; b
0
1 are adjacent on C, one of them
must be the fourth vertex  of C.
Proof. To prove (1) assume that a1 attaches to all four vertices of C.
We consider the position of d on C. If d attaches to b1 or b
0
1 then we form the
cycle C0 with vertices a1 and the three vertices of C different from d. Since
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a)
of Lemma 3.2. Hence d is not a vertex of attachment for b1; b
0
1. In that case we
can form a cycle C0 of order 4 from the vertices b1; b
0
1 and the three vertices of C
different from d. Again we have that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, a contradiction. Hence (1) holds.
We prove (2). Assume first that there are four vertices of attachment of b1; b
0
1
in C. If d ¼  or d ¼ a3 then we easily obtain a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume wlog that d ¼ a2. One can see that it is
possible to form a cycle C0 of order 4 from b1; b
0
1 and the vertices a3; a4;  of C.
Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction
to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows that b1; b
0
1 have at most three vertices of
attachment in C. Suppose b1; b
0
1 have exactly three vertices of attachment in C.
Hence one of these vertices attaches to both b1 and b
0
1. Suppose the vertex is .
If a3 is a vertex of attachment for b1 or b
0
1, then we may argue as in Lemma 7.1 to
obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume that b1
attaches to a2 and b
0
1 to a4. It is easy to see now that no matter where d lies on C,
we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. A similar argument can be made if
the common vertex of attachment for b1 and b
0
1 is a3. We may therefore assume
that the common vertex of attachment for b1 and b
0
1 is a2. Suppose now b1
attaches to a4, whence b
0
1 must attach to  or a3. Again we see that no matter
where d is located on C, we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Thus we
may further assume that b1 attaches to a3 and b
0
1 to . In that case we must also
have d ¼ a2. Since  has degree at least 4 in G, either the edge a3 exists or 
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attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ different from b01. Suppose the edge a3 exists.
Let C0 be the cycle with edges a1a3; a3; a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a
block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that 
has a second vertex of attachment 0 in G  VðCÞ and 0 6¼ a1; b1; b01. Suppose 0
is not disconnected in G  VðCÞ from B by removal of b. Let C0 be the cycle
with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. The alternative is that 0 is not
disconnected in G  VðCÞ from B by removal of a. In that case, let C0 be the




1b1; b1a3; a3a2. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows that if b1; b
0
1 have three
vertices of attachment in C we have a contradiction. Hence (2) holds.
We turn to the proof of (3) and (4). Now (3) follows by the argument of
Lemma 7.1 so we consider (4). We proceed to contradiction by assuming the
vertices of attachment in C of b1; b
0
1 are precisely a2 and a3. It is clear by previous
argument that in this case we must have d ¼ a2. We show first that the only
endblock of G  VðCÞ which is disconnected from B by removal of a is the K2
with vertex a1. To see this, suppose there is a second such endblock and it is a K2
with vertex a01 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Then a01 has three vertices of attachment
in C. If both the edges a01a3 and a
0






1a4; a4a1. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the edges a01 and a2a
0
1
must exist. Suppose a3 also attaches to a
0
1, whence we may form the cycle C
0 with
edges a01; a4; a4a3; a3a
0
1. Now G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than
B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. The alternative is that a4 attaches to a
0
1. In
that case, let C0 be the cycle with edges a01a2; a2; a4; a4a
0
1. Again G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, yielding a contradiction. We conclude the
only endblock of G  VðCÞ which is a K2 and is disconnected from B by
removal of a is the K2 with vertex a1.
Suppose next that there is an endblock of G  VðCÞ which is an odd cycle and
is disconnected from B by removal of a. Let a01; a
00
1 be adjacent vertices of this
odd cycle, neither of which is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. If a01 or a001 attaches to a3,
then let C0 be the cycle with edges a1a2; a2; a4; a4a1. Since G  VðC0Þ contains
a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction. It follows that the vertices
of attachment in C of a01; a
00
1 are among a2; ; a4. In that case we can form a cycle
C0 of order 4 from the vertices a01; a
00
1; a2; ; a4. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block
which includes B and a3, we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 again. We
conclude the only endblock of G  VðCÞ disconnected from B by removal of a is
the K2 with vertex a1.
We consider next the vertices of attachment in G  VðCÞ of . If the diagonal
a3 exists we can form the cycle C
0 with edges a1a3; a3; a4; a4a1. Since d ¼ a2
and b1 also attaches to a2, G  VðC0Þ contains a block which includes B and a2,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the diagaonal a3 does not exist, whence
 has two vertices of attachment in G  VðCÞ. Let 0 be a vertex of attachment
for  satisfying 0 6¼ a. If 0 is not disconnected in G  VðCÞ from B by removal
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G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction to
(a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume 0 is disconnected in G  VðCÞ from
B by removal of a. Since the only endblock of G  VðCÞ disconnected from B
by removal of a is the K2 with vertex a1, there is a path Pð0; a1Þ in G  VðCÞ
from 0 to a1, which does not go through a. Let C
0 be the cycle with edges 0;
Pð0; a1Þ; a4, and either final edge a1a4, or final two edges a1a3; a3a4, which-
ever makes C0 even. Since d ¼ a2, it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block
which includes B and a2, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that
(4) holds. &
Lemma 7.4. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2, connected to B
through a, and denote by a1 its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Suppose further
that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b are odd cycles. Let
b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not cutvertices of
G  VðCÞ. If the vertices of attachment in C of b1; b01 are adjacent, then there
exists a cycle C0 of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Denoting by a2; a3; a4 the vertices of attachment in C of a1 and  the
fourth vertex of C, we may assume by Lemma 7.3 that b1; b
0
1 attach to precisely
a2;  in C. To avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 we must also have that
d ¼ a2. Suppose the edge a3 exists. Then we may form the cycle C0 with edges
a1a3; a3; a4; a4a1. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we
have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the edge a3 does not
exist, whence a3 attaches to a vertex of G  VðCÞ other than a1.
We show that an endblock of G  VðCÞ, which is disconnected from B by
removal of a, is either the K2 with vertex a1 or a triangle with cutvertex a. Further,
the vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the triangle are precisely
a2 and a4. To see this, let us first suppose there is a second K2 which is an
endblock of G  VðCÞ and is disconnected from B by removal of a. Let a01 be its
vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. If a01 attaches to  then we obtain a contradiction
to (a) of Lemma 3.2 by considering the cycle C0 with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1.






1a4; a4a1. Since d ¼ a2 it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the only
endblock of G  VðCÞ, which is a K2 that is disconnected from B by removal of
a, is the K2 with vertex a1.
Next suppose there is an endblock of G  VðCÞ which is an odd cycle that is
disconnected from B by removal of a. Let a01; a
00
1 be adjacent vertices of this odd
cycle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. We see as in the previous paragraph
that  is not a vertex of attachment in C of a01; a
00
1. Suppose a3 is a vertex of
attachment for a01. Then either a2 or a4 is a vertex of attachment for a
00
1. Hence we
can form a cycle C0 with vertices a01; a
00
1; a3 and one of the vertices a2; a4. It is easy
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to see that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude the vertices of attachment in C of a01; a
00
1 are precisely




1 is a triangle.
Otherwise we can obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Let a0001 be the
third vertex of the triangle, whence a0001 is a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. If a0001 6¼ a we












1a4. Since d ¼ a2 it follows
that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude a0001 ¼ a.
It is not difficult now to see that the second vertex of the K2 with vertex a1, is
also a. To see this, let a01 be the second vertex and suppose a
0
1 6¼ a. Then, by
virtue of the previous paragraph, a01 is the cutvertex of exactly two blocks of
G  VðCÞ. Hence a01 attaches to a vertex of C. To avoid a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2, we see that a01 can attach only to a2. Hence the second block with
cutvertex a01 is an odd cycle. Let a
00
1 be a vertex of this odd cycle adjacent to a
0
1
which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Then a001 has two vertices of attachment in
C, whence a001 attaches to a vertex of C other than a2. If a
00
1 attaches to , then we
get a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 as before. If a001 attaches to a3 or a4, we




1 and fourth vertex a3 or a4, whichever
attaches to a001. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that the blocks of G  VðCÞ
connected to B through a are the K2; a1a, and triangles with cutvertex a. The
vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the triangles are precisely
a2; a4.
We consider next the blocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b. Consider
first the endblock with adjacent vertices b1; b
0
1 in the statement of the lemma.
Now a2;  are the vertices of attachment in C of b1; b
0
1 and d ¼ a2. By arguing as
in the previous paragraph, it is easy to see that the odd cycle containing the
vertices b1; b
0
1 is a triangle with cutvertex b in G  VðCÞ. It follows further,
that any endblock of G  VðCÞ which is an odd cycle and is connected to B
through b is a triangle. The vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices
of the triangle are precisely a2;  and the cutvertex of the triangle is b. Otherwise
we can obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the blocks of
G  VðCÞ connected to B through b are triangles with cutvertex b. The vertices
of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the triangles are a2; .
We have already seen that the edge a3 does not exist. In view of our analysis
of the block structure of G  VðCÞ it is easy to see then that a3 attaches to a 2 B.
Since the vertex a4 has degree at least 4, either the diagonal a2a4 exists or a4 has a
vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ different from a1. To avoid a contradiction to





1; a2. Then G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-
connected. This is illustrated in Figure 17. &
Lemma 7.5. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 connected to B
through a, and denote by a1 its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Suppose further
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that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b are odd cycles. Let
b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not cutvertices of
G  VðCÞ. If the vertices of attachment in C of b1; b01 are non-adjacent, then there
exists a cycle C0 of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Using the notation of the previous lemmas, we see that a2; a4 are the
vertices of attachment in C of b1; b
0
1. Suppose now d ¼ a3, and let C0 be the cycle
with edges b1a2; a2; a4; a4b1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that the only vertex of B
that a3 can attach to is a. Suppose next  ¼ d. If the edge a3 exists, we form the




1a4; a4b1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume
that the edge a3 does not exist, whence  has two vertices of attachment in
G  VðCÞ. Since b1; b01 are not vertices of attachment for , we can argue as
above to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that d 6¼ ; a3,
whence we may assume wlog d ¼ a2. We can show now that the edge a3 cannot
exist. If the edge did exist, we could form the cycle C0 with edges a1a3; a3;
a4; a4a1. Since d ¼ a2 it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude d ¼ a2 and the edge a3
does not exist.
We consider now the endblocks of G  VðCÞ which are connected to B
through a. Suppose one of these is a second K2 with vertex a
0
1 6¼ a1 of degree 1 in
G  VðCÞ. Suppose a01 attaches to a3 in C. Then a01 attaches to a2 or a4. Let us
suppose a01 attaches to a4 and form the cycle C
0 with edges a01a3; a3a1; a1a4; a4a
0
1.
Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Hence a01 does not attach to a4, whence it attaches to both a2 and .
Letting C0 be the cycle with edges a01a3; a3a2; a2; a
0
1, we see that G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, again a contradiction. We conclude
FIGURE 17.
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the vertices of attachment in C of a01 are precisely a2; ; a4. It also follows that
there are at most two endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through a which
are K2’s.
Consider next, an endblock of G  VðCÞ connected to B through a, which is
an odd cycle. Let a01; a
00
1 be two adjacent vertices of the odd cycle which are not
cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. We show the vertices of attachment in C of a01; a001 are
precisely a2; a4. To see this, let us suppose first that a2 is not a vertex of
attachment for a01 or a
00
1. Then we can form a cycle C
0 of order 4 from the vertices
a01; a
00
1; ; a4; a3. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have
a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude a2 is a vertex of attachment of
a01 or a
00







attaches to . Then a001 does not attach to a2 or a4. Otherwise we have a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a001 attaches to both  and a3. In that
case we can form the cycle C0 with edges a001a3; a3a4; a4; a
00
1 and G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B. Since this contradicts (a) of Lemma 3.2,
we conclude that a01 does not attach to . By similar argument we see neither a
0
1




We investigate the blocks of G  VðCÞ which are connected to B through b.
First consider the endblock containing the vertices b1; b
0
1. It is easy to see that the
vertices of attachment in C of any vertex of this odd cycle, which is not a
cutvertex in G  VðCÞ, are precisely a2; a4. From this we conclude the odd cycle
is a triangle and its cutvertex in G  VðCÞ is b. Now we are assuming that any
endblock of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b is an odd cycle. One can see
that the vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of the odd cycle are
precisely a2 and a4. Further, the odd cycle is a triangle with cutvertex b in
G  VðCÞ. We conclude the blocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b are
triangles with cutvertex b in G  VðCÞ. The vertices of attachment in C of the
non-cutvertices of these triangles are precisely a2; a4.
We investigate the blocks of G  VðCÞ which are connected to B through a.
By virtue of the previous paragraphs it is easy to see that any such endblock,
which is an odd cycle, is a triangle with cutvertex a 2 B. Next let a001 be a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ with the property that a001 62 B; a001 is connected to B
through a, and the connected components of G  VðCÞ  fa001g consist of the
component containing B and B  fa001g for endblocks B of G  VðCÞ. Now the
only endblocks with cutvertex a001 are K2’s. Suppose a
00
1 is the second vertex of two






1 exist. Further, a2; ; a4 are the vertices
of attachment in C of a01. Let C









Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude a001 is the cutvertex of exactly two blocks, one of which
is an endblock that is a K2. We shall assume this endblock is the K2 with vertex a1
of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Consider now the vertices of attachment in C of a001. If
a001 attaches to any of a3; a4; , we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2.
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cutvertex of just two endblocks, it follows that the second endblock is an odd






1a1. Now  has two vertices of attachment in G  VðCÞ,
whence we can assume that one of these is 0 6¼ b. By the previous paragraph we
see that 0 is not disconnected in G  VðCÞ from B by removal of b. It follows
that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude a001 cannot exist. Hence the blocks of G  VðCÞ, which
are connected to B through a are triangles with cutvertex a, the K2; a1a, and
possibly the K2; a
0
1a. The vertices of attachment in C of the non-cutvertices of
the triangles are precisely a2; a4. If  attaches to both a and b then we have a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the K2; a
0
1a must exist and ; a3




1a2. Then G  VðC0Þ
is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. The situation is illustrated in
Figure 18. &
To complete the proof of Proposition 7.1, we need to deal with the situation
where all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are odd cycles.
Lemma 7.6. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are odd cycles. Let a1; a01 be
adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ.
Then a1; a
0
1 have precisely two vertices of attachment in C.
Proof. Suppose a1; a
0
1 are connected to B
 through a. Consider an endblock
of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b. Let b1; b01 be adjacent vertices of
G  VðCÞ. There is a vertex d of C, which attaches to a vertex of B different
from a; b. Suppose one of a1; a
0
1 attaches to d, but d is not a vertex of attachment
for b1 or b
0
1. We can then form a cycle C
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the three vertices of C different from d. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that
there are two possibilities:
(1) One of a1; a
0
1 and one of b1; b
0
1 attaches to d,





We consider first (1). If all vertices of C attach to either a1 or a
0
1, then we can
form a cycle C0 of order 4 from a1; a
0
1 and the three vertices of C different from d.
Since d attaches to b1 or b
0
1, it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a1; a
0
1 have at most three
vertices of attachment in C, and similarly with b1; b
0
1. Suppose a1; a
0
1 have three
vertices of attachment in C. One of these is d and we also have that d is a vertex
of attachment for b1 or b
0
1. If d is not a vertex of attachment for both a1 and a
0
1,
then we can form a cycle C0 of order 4 from a1; a
0
1 and the three vertices of C
different from d. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we
have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence d attaches to both a1 and a
0
1. We
consider the two other vertices of attachment in C of a1; a
0
1. It is easy to obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 except in the situation where a1 attaches to a
vertex of C adjacent to d, and a01 attaches to the other vertex of C adjacent to d.
Assume now that b1; b
0
1 have also three vertices of attachment in C. Then, by
arguing as above we see that both b1 and b
0
1 attach to d, b1 attaches to a vertex of
C adjacent to d, and b01 attaches to the other vertex of C adjacent to d. The vertex




1, whence it has a
vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ different from these. It is clear we can form a
cycle C0 of order 4 with vertices d, a vertex of C adjacent to d, and one of the
pairs a1; a
0
1 or b1; b
0
1 such that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B.
We have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence b1; b
0
1 must have only two
vertices of attachment in C, one of which is d.
We denote the vertices of C in order by a2; d; a3; . We are in the situation





attaches to a2, while a
0
1 attaches to a3. The vertices b1; b
0
1 have just one other
vertex of attachment in C. Observe that the diagonal a2a3 cannot exist. If it did,




1a1. Since G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Suppose  is the second vertex of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. We
consider the vertex of attachment a3 in G  VðCÞ of a3, which is different
from a01; a1. If a

3 ¼ a or is disconnected from B by removal of a, then we




1a1. In that case, G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. If a3 6¼ a
and is still connected to B on removal of a, we form the cycle C0 with edges
b1d; da2; a2; b1. Again G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude  cannot be the second vertex of
attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. We may therefore assume that a3 is the second vertex
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of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. In that case,  has a vertex of attachment 
 in
G  VðCÞ different from a1; a01; b1; b01. If  ¼ a or is disconnected from B in
G  VðCÞ by removal of a, we form the cycle C0 with edges a1a2; a2d; da01; a01a1.
Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction
to (a) of Lemma 3.2. The alternative is that  6¼ a and  continues to be
connected to B on removal of a from G  VðCÞ. In that case, let C0 be the cycle




1b1. Again G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that in case (1), a1; a
0
1 can
have only two vertices of attachment in C.
We turn now to case (2). Then b1 or b
0
1 has a vertex of attachment  in C which
is adjacent on C to d. If a1; a
0
1 have three vertices of attachment in C, we can form
a cycle C0 of order 4 from a1; a
0
1 and the two vertices of C different from d; .
Again G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude then that in case (2), a1; a
0
1 have just two vertices of
attachment in C. &
Lemma 7.7. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are odd cycles. Let a1; a01 be
adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ.
If the vertices of attachment in C of a1; a
0
1 are adjacent, then G  EðCÞ is 2-
connected.
Proof. We assume a1; a
0
1 are connected to B
 in G  VðCÞ through a. Let
a2; a3 be the vertices of attachment in C of a1; a
0
1, and denote by ;  the other
two vertices of C, with  adjacent to a2. We consider an endblock of G  VðCÞ
connected to B through b. Let b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of this odd cycle, which
are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. By Lemma 7.6, b1; b01 have two vertices of
attachment in C. Suppose these vertices of attachment coincide with ; . Then,
no matter where d is located on C, there is a cycle C0 of order 4 such that
G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We have therefore that a2 or a3 is a vertex of attachment of b1; b
0
1.
We consider the structure of endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through
a. First suppose the odd cycle containing the vertices a1; a
0
1 is not a triangle,
whence we may assume there is a vertex a001 adjacent to a
0
1, which is not a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Since a01 attaches to a2; a3, it follows from Lemma 7.6
that a2; a3 are also the vertices of attachment in C of a
00
1. Hence we can form




1 and fourth vertex a2 or a3. For one of
these cycles, G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a)
of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the odd cycle with vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. It is
not difficult to argue further that the cutvertex in G  VðCÞ of the triangle is a.
We also have that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through a are
triangles with cutvertex a in G  VðCÞ. Further, the vertices of attachment in C of
the non-cutvertices are precisely a2; a3. To see this, suppose there is a second
endblock of G  VðCÞ connected to B through a. Let a001; a0001 be the vertices of
this triangle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. If the vertices of attachment
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in C of a001; a
000
1 are ; , then it is easy to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2
by considering the position of d on C. Let us assume that a3;  are the vertices of
attachment for a001; a
000
1 . To avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, we must
have d ¼ a3 in this case. If a2 or  are vertices of attachment for b1; b01, then we
can obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows that a3 and  are the
vertices of attachment for b1; b
0
1. In that case we also obtain a contradiction to (a)
of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the vertices of attachment in C for a001; a
000
1 cannot be





whence a2; a3 must be the vertices of attachment.
We consider the structure of endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through
b. We see as in the previous paragraph that all such endblocks are triangles with
cutvertex b in G  VðCÞ. We show that the vertices of attachment in C of the non-
cutvertices of these triangles are all identical. If the vertices of attachment in C
for b1; b
0
1 are adjacent, we can argue exactly as in the previous paragraph to see
this. Hence we can assume the vertices of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1 are precisely
a2 and . To avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, we must then have
d ¼ a2. Suppose now there is a second endblock of G  VðCÞ connected to B
through b. Let b001; b
000
1 be the vertices of this triangle different from b. We need to




1 . If a3 is a vertex of
attachment, we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. If a2 and  are the
vertices of attachment for b001; b
000








1. It is clear that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Since we can make a similar argument
if ;  are the vertices of attachment for b001; b
000
1 , we conclude the vertices of
attachment for b001; b
000
1 must be a2; . Hence the vertices of attachment in C of the
non-cutvertices of the endblock triangles are all identical.
We have shown that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are triangles with cutvertex a
or b. The vertices of attachment in C for non-cutvertices of endblock triangles
connected to B through a are precisely a2; a3. The vertices of attachment in C for
non-cutvertices of endblock triangles connected to B through b are all identical.
If ;  are these vertices of attachment, we have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Hence there are three possibilities:
(1) vertices of attachment are a2; a3,
(2) vertices of attachment are a2; ,
(3) vertices of attachment are a2; .
In case (1), to avoid a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2, we see that the
diagonals of C, a3 and a2, must exist. Further, ;  attach to the same vertex of
B. It is easy to see now that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. This is illustrated in
Figure 19.
In case (2) we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. To see this, first
observe that to avoid a contradiction,  can have only one vertex of attachment in
G  VðCÞ. Hence the diagonal a3 exists. Suppose now  does not attach to a,
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1; b1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block which includes B; , and
a3, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Alternatively, suppose  attaches to a. If C
0 is




1a1, then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, again a contradiction. We conclude the situation (2) is not
possible.
In case (3) we also obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. First observe
that to avoid a contradiction, we must have d ¼ a2. Further, the edge a2 must
exist and  has precisely one vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ. We can assume
wlog that this vertex of attachment is a. Now it is clear that if C0 is the cycle with




1a1 then G  VðC0Þ contains a block larger than B. &
Lemma 7.8. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are odd cycles. Let a1; a01 be
adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. If
the vertices of attachment in C of a1; a
0
1 are non-adjacent, then there is a cycle C
0
of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. We assume a1; a
0
1 are connected to B
 in G  VðCÞ through a. Let
a2; a3 be the vertices of attachment in C of a1; a
0
1, and denote by ;  the
remaining two vertices of C. We consider an endblock of G  VðCÞ connected to
B through b. Let b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of this odd cycle which are not
cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. By Lemma 7.6, b1; b01 have two vertices of attachment
in C. If these vertices of attachment are adjacent, then the result follows from
Lemma 7.7. If ;  are the vertices of attachment for b1; b
0
1, then one can obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 no matter where d is located on C. Hence we
may assume a2; a3 are the vertices of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. It is not difficult
to see further that all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are triangles with cutvertex a or b.
The vertices of attachment in C for their non-cutvertices are precisely a2; a3.
FIGURE 19.
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We consider the 2 edges with vertex , which do not belong to the cycle C.
If both edges attach to vertices of G  VðCÞ—which must lie in B – we have a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the diagonal  exists and  has just
one vertex of attachment in G  VðCÞ. Similarly  has one vertex of attachment
in G  VðC0Þ and it coincides with the vertex of attachment for . Let C0 be the
cycle with edges a1a2; a2b1; b1a3; a3a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is connected and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected. This is illustrated in Figure 20. &
Proof of Proposition 7.1. This follows from the previous lemmas. &
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2—COMPLETION
We complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 with the following.
Proposition 8.1. Suppose G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree 4 and
the cycle C of Lemma 3:2 has order 4: If B has at least three cutvertices in
G  VðCÞ, then there is a cycle C0 in G of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-
empty and connected, and G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
To begin the proof of Proposition 8.1, we establish some properties of the
endblocks of G  VðCÞ.
Lemma 8.1. There are at most two cutvertices of B in G  VðCÞ with the
property that there exists an endblock of G  VðCÞ which is a K2, connected to B
in G  VðCÞ through the cutvertex.
FIGURE 20.
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Proof. Suppose B has cutvertices a; b; c in G  VðCÞ and that there are three
endblocks which are K2’s with vertices a1; b1; c1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ.
Suppose further that a1 is connected to B
 in G  VðCÞ through the cutvertex
a, b1 to B
 through b, and c1 to B
 through c . Let a2; a3; a4 be vertices of
attachment for a1 in C, in order on C, and  be the fourth vertex of C. If both b1
and c1 attach to , then the cycle C
0 with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1 has the
property that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a)
of Lemma 3.2. We have a similar contradiction if both b1 and c1 attach to a3.
Hence both b1 and c1 attach to a2 and a4, and one of b1; c1 attaches to a3, say c1.
In that case, we again obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 by considering
the cycle C0 with edges b1a2; a2; a4; a4b1. We conclude there are not more than
two cutvertices with the property in the statement of the lemma. &
Lemma 8.2. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and a1 is its
vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Then a1 has exactly three vertices of attachment
in C.
Proof. Let us assume a1 is connected to B
 in G  VðCÞ through the
cutvertex a 2 B and that a1 attaches to all four vertices of C. Let b; c 2 B be
two other cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Assume there is a K2 which is an endblock of
G  VðCÞ and its vertex b1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ is connected to B through b.
By Lemma 8.1, all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through c are odd
cycles. Let c1; c
0
1 be adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle, which are not
cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Now c1; c01 have at least two vertices of attachment in C,
and b1 has at least three. It follows that there is a vertex  of C which attaches to
b1 and one of the vertices c1; c
0
1. Let C
0 be the cycle with vertices a1 and the three
vertices of C different from . Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2.
We conclude all endblocks of G  VðCÞ connected to B through b are odd
cycles. Let b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of such an odd cycle which are not
cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. If the pairs b1; b01 and c1; c01 have a common vertex of
attachment  in C, we can argue as before to obtain a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. Hence their vertices of attachment are disjoint. In that case we can
form a cycle C0 of order 4 with b1; b
0
1, the two vertices of attachment in C of
b1; b
0
1, and at most one other vertex of C. Again G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2.
Since in all cases we have a contradiction, we conclude that a1 cannot have 4
vertices of attachment in C.
Lemma 8.3. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is an odd cycle, and
a1; a
0
1 are adjacent vertices of this cycle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ.
Then a1; a
0
1 have exactly the same two vertices of attachment in C.
Proof. Suppose a1 is connected to B
 in G  VðCÞ through the cutvertex
a 2 B. Let b; c 2 B be two other cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Assume there is a K2
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with vertex b1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ which is connected to B in G  VðCÞ
through b. Similarly assume there is a K2 with vertex c1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ
connected to B in G  VðCÞ through c. By Lemma 8.2, c1 has three vertices of
attachment in C which we may write, in order on C, as c2; c3; c4. Let  be the
fourth vertex of C. Suppose  is not a vertex of attachment for b1, whence
c2; c3; c4 are the vertices of attachment in C for b1. If  is not a vertex of
attachment for a1; a
0
1, then we can form a cycle C
0 of order 4 out of the vertices
a1; a
0
1, two of the vertices c2; c3; c4 and . Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence  is a
vertex of attachment for a1; a
0
1. In that case we can form a cycle C
0 of order 4 out
of the vertices a1; a
0
1;  and at most 2 other vertices of C. Again G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2.
We conclude  is a vertex of attachment for b1. Let us assume now that c2; c3
are the other vertices of attachment in C for b1. It is easy to see that if either ; c2
or c4 is a vertex of attachment for a1; a
0
1, then we can form a cycle C
0 such
that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B. It follows that c3 is the
only possible vertex of attachment in C for a1; a
0
1. Since this again gives a
contradiction, we conclude that the vertices of attachment in C for b1 are ; c2; c4.
We consider now the vertices of attachment in C for a1; a
0
1. If  is a vertex
of attachment for a1; a
0
1 then, by considering the cycle C
0 with edges
c1c2; c2c3; c3c4; c4c1, we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Making a
similar argument for c3, we conclude that a1; a
0
1 have precisely two vertices of
attachment in C, namely c2; c4.
Next we consider the situation where there is an odd cycle which is an
endblock, connected to B through b. Let b1; b
0
1 be adjacent vertices of this odd
cycle, which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. We continue to assume the K2 with
vertex c1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ, connected through c to B, exists. Suppose a1
or a01 attach to all four vertices of C. There is a vertex  of C which attaches to c1
and one of b1; b
0
1. Since we can form a cycle C
0 of order 4 from a1; a
0
1 and the
three vertices of C different from , we obtain a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude a1; a
0
1 have at most three vertices of attachment in C.
Suppose there are exactly three vertices of attachment. If  is not one of these
vertices of attachment, we can form a cycle C0 of order 4 from a1; a
0
1 and either of
the pairs c2; c3 or c3; c4. Since one of ; c2; c4 attaches to b1 or b
0
1, we again obtain
a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence  is a vertex of attachment for a1; a
0
1.
Note that  cannot be a vertex of attachment for b1; b
0
1 since we can form the
cycle C0 of order 4 with edges, c1c2; c2c3; c3c4; c4c1. Also c3 cannot be a vertex
of attachment for b1; b
0
1 since we can form the cycle C
0 of order 4 with the
vertices a1; a
0
1;  and either the vertex c2 or c4. Hence c2 and c4 are the vertices
of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. In that case, for the cycle C
0 just constructed,
G  VðC0Þ still contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude a1; a
0
1 cannot have three vertices of attachment in C.
Finally we consider the situation where there is also an odd cycle which is an
endblock, connected to B through c. Let c1; c
0
1 be adjacent vertices of this odd
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cycle, which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Suppose first that all vertices of C
attach to a1 or a
0
1. If there is a vertex  of C which attaches to one of b1; b
0
1 and
one of c1; c
0
1, then we can form a cycle C
0 of order 4 from the vertices a1; a
0
1 and
the three vertices of C different from . Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. The alternative to
this is that b1; b
0
1 have exactly two vertices of attachment in C, and similarly with
c1; c
0
1. Further, these vertices of attachment are disjoint. It is easy to obtain a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2 in this case also. We conclude that all vertices
of C cannot attach to a1 or a
0
1.
Suppose now a1; a
0
1 have exactly three vertices of attachment in C, which we
denote by a2; a3; a4, in order on C. Let  be the fourth vertex of C. Note that we
can form cycles C0 of order 4 from the vertices a1; a
0
1 and either the pair a2; a3 or
a3; a4. Since G  VðC0Þ cannot contain a block larger than B, it follows that only
a3 can be a vertex of attachment for both pairs b1; b
0
1 and c1; c
0
1. Suppose  is not a




1. Then we may assume that a2; a3 are
the vertices of attachment for b1; b
0
1, and a3; a4 the vertices of attachment for
c1; c
0
1. In that case, let C





G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a)





say b1. If b1; b
0
1 have three vertices of attachment in C, they must be either
; a2; a3 or ; a4; a3. Otherwise one of ; a2; a4 would be a vertex of attachment
for both pairs b1; b
0
1 and c1; c
0
1. Assume that ; a2; a3 are the vertices of
attachment for b1; b
0
1. Then the vertices of attachment in C for c1; c
0
1 must be
precisely a3; a4. In that case, let C





Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block larger than B we have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude b1; b
0
1 can have only two vertices of attachment in C,
one of which is . Suppose a3 is the second vertex of attachment for b1; b
0
1. Then
either a2 or a4 is a vertex of attachment for c1; c
0
1, say a2. We form the cycle C
0
with edges b1; a4; a4a3; a3b1. Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, we again obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We may therefore
assume that a2 is the second vertex of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1, whence a3; a4
must be the vertices of attachment in C for c1; c
0
1. By forming the cycle C
0 with




1b1, we obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It
follows that a1; a
0
1 cannot have three vertices of attachment in C. &
Lemma 8.4. (1) All endblocks of G  VðCÞ which are odd cycles are triangles.
(2) All cutvertices of G  VðCÞ lie in B.
Proof. To see (1), we consider an endblock which is an odd cycle, and let
a1; a
0
1 be adjacent vertices of this cycle which are not cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. By
Lemma 8.3, a1 and a
0
1 have the same two vertices of attachment in C. If the cycle
is not a triangle then there is a vertex a001 of it adjacent to a
0
1 which is also not a
cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. Again by Lemma 8.3, a001 has the same two vertices of
attachment in C as a1; a
0
1. If  is one of these vertices of attachment, we can form
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 has at least three
cutvertices in G  VðCÞ, it follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger
than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the endblock odd cycle
containing the vertices a1; a
0
1 is a triangle. It is not difficult to further conclude
that the cutvertex of this triangle in G  VðCÞ lies in B.
To finish the proof of (2), we need to show that any endblock of G  VðCÞ,
which is a K2, has cutvertex in B
. Let a001 62 B be a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ with
the property that the connected components of G  VðCÞ  fa001g consist of
the component containing B and components B  fa001g for endblocks B with
cutvertex a001 in G  VðCÞ. By the previous paragraph, the blocks B must be K2’s.
Let a1 be the vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ of one such K2. Suppose there is a
second K2 with vertex a
0
1 of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Then a1; a01 have a common










 has at least three cutvertices in G  VðCÞ, it
follows that G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a)
of Lemma 3.2. We conclude there is only one endblock of G  VðCÞ with
cutvertex a001, namely the K2, a1a
00
1.





1 attaches to a vertex of C. Let a2; a3; a4 be the vertices of
attachment for a1 in C, in order on C, and  be the fourth vertex of C. Suppose a1
is connected to B in G  VðCÞ through the cutvertex a 2 B, and b; c 2 B are
two other cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Let b1 be the vertex of an endblock of
G  VðCÞ, which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ, and is connected to B in
G  VðCÞ through b. Similarly, let c1 be a corresponding vertex of an endblock
connected to B through c. Then b1 and c1 have a minimum of two vertices of
attachment in C. Suppose now a001 attaches to , whence we can form cycles C
0 of
order 4 from a1; a
00
1 and either of the pairs ; a2 or ; a4. Since G  VðC0Þ cannot
contain a block strictly larger than B, we can assume that ; a2 are the vertices of
attachment for b1, and ; a4 the vertices of attachment for c1. In that case, let C
0
be the cycle with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block
larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude a001 does not attach to
. A similar argument shows a001 does not attach to a3.
We may assume now that a001 attaches to a2. Suppose b1 is the vertex of degree
1 in G  VðCÞ of a K2. Then, by the argument of Lemma 8.3, b1 attaches to
a2; ; a4 and c1 to a2; a4. Let C





Then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
Lemma 3.2. It follows that b1; c1 are the vertices of endblocks which are triangles.
Each of b1; c1 have two vertices of attachment in C. If the vertices of attachment
of b1 and c1 are disjoint, it is easy to obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2.
Hence b1 and c1 have a common vertex of attachment in C. If  is the common
vertex, we form the cycle C0 with edges a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1. Since G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2 again. A similar argument rules out a3 as a common vertex of
attachment for b1; c1. If a4 is the common vertex of attachment, we form the cycle
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1a1; a1a3; a3a2. Again G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a2 is the common vertex of
attachment for b1; c1. Further, either  or a3 must be a vertex of attachment for
one of b1 or c1. Let us assume b1 attaches to , whence c1 attaches to a3 or a4.
Hence if C0 is the cycle with vertices a2; ; b1 and the vertex of G  VðCÞ
adjacent to b1 which is not a cutvertex of G  VðCÞ, then G  VðC0Þ contains a
block larger than B, again a contradiction. Since in the other cases we also have a
contradiction, we conclude a001 cannot exist. &
Lemma 8.5. Suppose all endblocks of G  VðCÞ are odd cycles. Then there
exists a cycle C0 of order 4 such that G  VðC0Þ is non-empty and connected, and
G  EðC0Þ is 2-connected.
Proof. Let a; b; c 2 B be three cutvertices of G  VðCÞ. Then there exists an
endblock of G  VðCÞ which is a triangle and a is one of its vertices. Let a1; a01 be
the other two vertices of the triangle. Similarly there exist triangles with vertices
b; b1; b
0
1 and c; c1; c
0
1. Let a2; a3 be the vertices of attachment in C for a1; a
0
1 and
;  be the remaining two vertices of C, with  adjacent to a2. Suppose ;  are
the vertices of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. If c1 attaches to , we form a cycle C
0 of
order 4 out of the five vertices a1; a
0
1; a2; a3; . Since G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B we have a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Arguing
similarly if c1 attaches to other vertices of C we conclude that a2 or a3 must be a
vertex of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. Assume a2 is a vertex of attachment for b1; b
0
1
but a3 is not. Suppose first that a2 and a3 are not adjacent, in which case we may
assume wlog that  is the second vertex of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. Now c1
attaches to a vertex of C different from a2. If it attaches to , we form the cycle
C0 with edges a1a2; a2; a3; a3a1. It is clear G  VðC0Þ contains a block
strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. If c1 attaches to a3 or




1b1. Again G  VðC0Þ
contains a block larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that
a2; a3 are adjacent. Now we need to separately consider  and  as being the
second vertex of attachment in C for b1; b
0
1. In both cases we obtain a contra-
diction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. It follows that a3 is the second vertex of attachment
in C for b1; b
0
1.
From the previous paragraph, we see that the non-cutvertices of all endblocks
of G  VðCÞ have the same two vertices of attachment a2; a3 in C. Suppose now
a2; a3 are adjacent on C. If the edge a3 does not exist, then  has two edges to




1a1, then G  VðC0Þ
contains a block larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the
edge a3 exists, and similarly the edge a2. Further, ;  must attach to the same
vertex of B. It is easy to see now that G  EðCÞ is 2-connected. This has already
been illustrated in Figure 19.
In the case when a2; a3 are not adjacent, then it is easy to see that the diagonal
 exists, and ;  attach to the same vertex of B. Let C0 be the cycle with
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edges a1a2; a2b1; b1a3; a3a1. Then G  VðC0Þ is connected and G  EðC0Þ is 2-
connected. This has already been illustrated in Figure 20.
Lemma 8.6. Suppose G  VðCÞ has an endblock which is a K2 and a1 is its
vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Let a2; a3; a4 be its vertices of attachment in C, in
order on C, and  be the fourth vertex of C. Then
(1) G  VðCÞ has exactly two endblocks which are K2’s. The vertices of
attachment in C of the non-cutvertex of the second K2 are a2; ; a4 .
(2) The vertices of attachment in C of a non-cutvertex of an endblock which
is an odd cycle are a2; a4.
Proof. Let us suppose first that G  VðCÞ has a second endblock which is
a K2, and b1 is its vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. Assume further that a1 is
connected to B in G  VðCÞ through a 2 B, and b1 is connected to B through
b 2 B with b 6¼ a. Let c 2 B be a third cutvertex of G  VðCÞ. By Lemma 8.1,
an endblock of G  VðCÞ with cutvertex c is an odd cycle, whence it is a triangle.
Let c1 be a non-cutvertex of this triangle. By the argument of Lemma 8.3, we see
that a2; ; a4 are the vertices of attachment in C for b1, and a2; a4 are the vertices
of attachment for c1. Suppose now there is another endblock which is a K2,
connected to B in G  VðCÞ through a. Again by the argument of Lemma 8.3,
the vertices of attachment in C of its non-cutvertex a01 are a2; a3; a4. Hence we





G  VðCÞ contains a block larger than B, we have a contradiction to (a) of
Lemma 3.2. We conclude there are only two endblocks of G  VðCÞ which are
K2’s. Suppose next there is an endblock which is a triangle, connected to B
 in
G  VðCÞ through a. Let a01; a001 be the non-cutvertices of the triangle. If ; a3 are
the vertices of attachment in C for a01; a
00
1 we can form the cycle C
0 with edges
a01; a2; a2a3; a3a
0
1. Since c1 and a1 attach to a4, we see that G  VðC0Þ contains
a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We may therefore




1. If  or a3 is the second vertex of
attachment for a01; a
00
1, we easily obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence




1. We have proved (1) and (2) in
the case when the K2 with vertices b1 and b exists.
Suppose next that G  VðCÞ has a second endblock which is a K2 and a01 is its
vertex of degree 1 in G  VðCÞ. We assume now that both a1 and a01 are
connected to B in G  VðCÞ through a. Let b; c 2 B be two other cutvertices
of G  VðCÞ. From the previous paragraph, all endblocks of G  VðCÞ with
cutvertex b or c are triangles. Let b1; b
0
1 be non-cutvertices of an endblock
triangle with cutvertex b. Similarly, let c1; c
0
1 be the corresponding vertices of
a triangle with cutvertex c. If  or a3 is a vertex of attachment for both b1 and c1,
then we can obtain a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume






1; a2. Since c1 does not attach to , it must attach to a3 or a4.
Hence G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of
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Lemma 3.2. It follows that  is not a vertex of attachment for b1, and similarly
neither is a3. We conclude a2; a4 are the vertices of attachment in C for b1.
Consider now the vertices of attachment in C for c1. If c1 attaches to a3, we obtain
a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume wlog that c1 attaches
to a2. Arguing as before, we see that if c1 attaches to  or a3, then this gives a
contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that a2; a4 are also the vertices
of attachment in C for c1; c
0
1.
We consider the vertices of attachment in C for a01. Suppose  is not a vertex
of attachment for a01, whence a2; a3; a4 are its vertices of attachment. We can




1a2, and G  VðC0Þ
contains a block strictly larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. Hence a01
attaches to . If a01 also attaches to a3, we can form the cycle C
0 with edges
a01; a2; a2a3; a3a
0
1. In that case, G  VðC0Þ contains a block larger than B,
again a contradiction to (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude that a2; ; a4 are the
vertices of attachment in C for a01. We can also see from the argument of
Lemma 8.5 that if there is an endblock triangle with cutvertex a, then a2; a4 are
the vertices of attachment in C for its vertices different from a. We have proved
(1) and (2) in the case when G  VðCÞ has at least two endblocks which are K2’s.
We are left to deal with the case where there is just one endblock of G  VðCÞ
which is a K2, namely the K2 with vertices a1; a. By the argument of the previous
paragraphs, we see that a2; a4 are the vertices of attachment in C for a non-
cutvertex of an endblock of G  VðCÞ which is a triangle. If the edge a3 does
not exist, then  has two edges to B. Hence, if C0 is the cycle with edges
a1a2; a2a3; a3a4; a4a1, then G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly larger than B,
contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. If the edge a3 does exist, then let C
0 be the
cycle with edges a1a3; a3; a2; a2a1. Now G  VðC0Þ contains a block strictly
larger than B, contradicting (a) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude G  VðCÞ cannot
have just one endblock which is a K2. &
Proof of Proposition 8.1. This follows from the previous lemmas. Note that
the situation of Lemma 8.6 is similar to that illustrated in Figure 15. &
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